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ABSTRACT

The thesis develops an approach for obtaining reservoir management

policies that explicitly consider the dilution needs for heated effluent of downstream

thermal generating stations. A relationship is developed which relates the allowable

power generation to the river flow at the discharge point as a function of the

background stream temperature, the temperature sta¡dard in the stream, the physical

characteristics of the river, and the ambient atrnospheric conditions. This relationship

is linearized and incorporated in a linear goal programming model in which the

objective is to minimize deviations from power generation and reservoir storage

targets. The goal programming model may be used to assist in the developmenr of

management policies for the reservoir that accommodate the downstream thermai

generation needs.

The latter pan of the thesis investigates seasonal operating strategies for a

cooling tower for a thermal generating station downstream of a reservoir. A linea¡

relationship between river flow and aliowable generation is obtained for the sin¡ation in

which a cooling tower operates to reduce the effluent temperature. This relationship is

inco¡porated in a mixed integerprogramming model which identifies the optimal

periods in which a cooling tower may operate given that dilution of heated effluent

may also be achieved with reservoir releases.

These models are applied to a realistic case study based on rhe Shellmouth

Reservoir and Dam in Southwestern Manitoba. The results yietd a reservoir

management strategy for the case study, seasonal operating strategies for a potential

cooling tower, and identification of the rade-offs between power generation and

reservoir storage levels for such systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Many coal fued thermal power piants operate using a once through di¡ect

cooling system. This cooling system withdraws cooling water from an external

source such as a river or a lake, ci¡culates the cooling water through the heat

exchanger in the thermal power plant, and transfers heat f¡om the power generation

process to the cooling water, thereby elevating the temperature of the cooling water.

The resulting hot water (or thermal effluent) is discharged into a srream or a cooling

pond.

Thermal effluent discharged into a river can have a negative effect on the

ecology of the river. It accelerates biological processes thus increasing oxygen

consumption, it decreases the solubility of atmospheric oxygen in surface water thus

decreasing the DO concentration, it increases the minimum requirement of dissolved

oxygen concentration for fish to suwive, and it decreases the waste load handling

capability of the river. In addition, the area of thermal discharge often acts as a

thermal block preventing the migration of fish. Moreover extreme temperatues can

be lethal to fish and other aquatic organisms and sublethai impacts on rhese organisms

such as effects on metabolism, behavior, reproduction, feeding rate, growth, and

migration may also occur. Nevertheless, these adverse effects can be reduced or

eliminated by diluting the heated effluent in the river as long as a feasible source of

dilution water exists. Such an approach may be practical if the effluent is discharged

to a regulated waterway.

This thesis add¡esses the probiem of diluting a discharge of thermal effluent

in a regulated waterway. Efficienr management stategies for operating a



muitipurpose reservoir which regulate the waterway are identifred using optimization

techniques. The general approach is to develop a constraint set which relates the

ailowable power generation to river flow and consequently reservoir releases, and to

incorporate this constraint set into a reservoir management model. The reservoir

management model may then be used to select an optimal release strategy which

accommodates the dilution needs of the the thermal effluent from the power plant.

Should the optimal release srategy be inadequate for meering all of the uses

of the resewoir, alternative cooling facilities for the power plant may need to be

examined. The latter part of the thesis employs a mixed inreger programming

technique to investigate cooling facility alternatives for a downstream power plant.

Seasonal management strategies for a cooling tower for the power plant are identified.

The modeis developed in this thesis are applied to a case study based on rhe

Shellmouth Reservoir and Dam which regulate the Assiniboine River in Southern

Manitoba. The power plant of interest is the thermal generaring starion ar Brandon,

Manitoba which is operated by Manitoba Hydro.

The management of a multipurpose reservoir is a very complex issue. The

reservoir has many uses and these uses may be conflicting. For example, releases

required to meet water supply demands may conflict with storage targets which are

set to provide recreation in the reservoir. Only an efficient operation of the reservoir

may ensure the satisfaction of all the uses of the reservoir. When introducing a new

use for the reservoir, such as the need to provide diiution water to maintain a

temperature standa¡d in a river, additional release requirements must be considered.

In order to satisfy this new requirement shortfalls in other goals such as desired

storage levels for recreation may occur. Thus the identif,ication of management



strategies which satisfy all the existing users and also satisfy the dilution requirements

of the new use becomes even more complicated.

The amount of water which should be released for dilution of thermal

effluent depends primarily on the amount of tributary inflow in the river, the

temperature of the river, the magnitude of power generation required, and the

relationship between the power generation of the thermal power piant and its cooling

water temperature. If the reservoir operator does not know the precise amount of

water required for dilution of the thermal effluent at any given time, an unnecessary

wastage of water could occur, thus affecting the other users of the water system. One

of the goals of this thesis is to explicitly identify the amount of water required for

dilution given the power generarion goals of the thermal power plant and to

incorporate the required dilution demand into an optimization based management

model of the reservoir. The approach used is to develop a relationship between river

flow at the point of thermai discharge and power generation at any time in the year.

This relationship can aiso be used to investigate other cooling alternaúves

for the thermal power plant. In the latter part of the thesis an integer programming

model is developed which uses the relationship berween river flow and power

genemtion to analyze the alternative of buiiding and operating a cooling tower. A

cooling tower is a cooling system used to transfer part of the heat generated in the

power generation process to the atmosphere, thus reducing the temperature of the

discharge of thermal effluenr into the river.

The effective use of optimization techniques in dealing with such problems

is also demonstrated. The needs of the various users may be conflicting and may

occur at different times. Optimization techniques are used to obtain a management

policy for multipurpose reservoi¡s and to identify the inherent trade-offs berween



various conflicting uses. The overall methodology is best applied when obtaining a

management strategy for an existing multipurpose reservoi¡ with conflicting users and

when considering new users downstream of the reservoi¡.

Several alternate policies a¡e identified with these optimization models.

Simulation and muitiobjective compromise programming techniques are then used to

select the most prefered policy. Simulation techniques may also be used for

checking the performance of the optimal management policies in a realistic situation

and to identify trade-offs in the reservoir system that are not obvious from the

optimization results.

1.2 Scope of the Work

This thesis develops a method for identifying operating policies for

multipurpose reservoirs which consider the needs of a downstream thermal

generation station and ensure temperature control in the river. The method employs

the use of optimization techniques. Simulation techniques are used to validate the

results of the optimization models.

Chapter 2 provides a literature review of water resources systems

applications of optimization models. It also provides a review of literature regarding

temperature modelling in a river. Chapter 3 provides the development and

formulation of an optimization based reservoir management model which explicitly

accounts for thermal power generation and temperature control in the river. The

relationship between river flow and thermal power generation as a function of the

upstream river temperature and the temperature standard in the ¡iver is developed and

incorporated in the optimization model.



Next, the modelling approach developed in Chapter 3 is illustrated with a

case study of the Shellmouth Reservoir and Dam. In Chapter 5 the optimizarion

results ate anùyzed and a simulation model is applied to validate these results and to

evaluate the preferred operating policy for the case study.

Chapter 6 develops a mixed integer program for obtaining optimal operating

policies for reservoirs in conjunction with seasonal operating srategies for a cooling

tower. In Chapter 7 this model is applied to the Shellmouth case study and the modei

results are analyzed. Chapter 8 discusses the conclusions, recommendations, and

suggestions for future research.



2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The management and operation of multipurpose reservoi¡s requires release

decisions to be determined in order to eff,rciently fulfill the purposes for which the

reservoir is built. To assist in making these release decisions many mathematical

models extst. Yeh (1985) reviews the state-of-the-art of mathematical models

developed for reservoir operations. The algorithms and methods suweyed in the

paper include various optimization techniques such as linear programming (LP),

dynamic programming (DP), nonlinear programming (NLP), and simulation. He

summa¡ized that the application of a particular model or algorithm to a resewoir

system depends on the reservoi¡ system characteristics and on the availabiliry of data

for that system.

Optimization models have been extensively used in ¡esewoi¡ management

and operation studies. These models can be formulated for either a stochastic or a

deterministic environment. Stochastic programming models are used for making

decisions while explicitly considering the stochasticity on which these decisions

depend (see e.g., Tintner,I9l2). Deterministic models are more simple in their

formulation. They incorporate the expected values or best estimates of uncertain

input data such as inflow into a reservoir, tributary inflow into a river, and rainfall.

The most common and valuable optimization technique used in reservoir

operation, management, and design is LP. A linear progam consists of an objective

function and a constraint set in which the preferences, objectives, and requirements of

the problem can be incorporated. The consraint set defines the strict requirements for

meeting specified goals whereas the objective function defines the goal of the model.

The advantages of LP are that its concept and solution procedure is simple and



straightforward. Moreover there are plenty of software packages which can solve

even very large LP problems in very little time.

ReVelle and Gundelach (1975) present a straightforwa¡d deterministic LP

model for designing a reservoir. The objective is to minimize the capacity of the

reservoi¡ while meeting the user requirements which are incorporated in the constraint

set of the modei. Fitch et al. (1970) formulates a deterministic LP model to identify

the best trade-off between the conflicting objectives of hydro-electric power

generation (i.e., desired storage levels in a reservoir) and low flow augmentation

(i.e., water quality downstream) for a multiple multipurpose resewoir system.

Loucks (1967) shows different deterministic and stochastic LP models for

management of water resources systems. The models are structured for determining

the reservoir releases and allocation of water for satisfying consumptive uses and low

flow augmentation downsteam of the reservoir. Although deterministic models

incorporate stochasticity by using expected values of uncertain input, these models

may not always lead to satisfactory results. A stochastic LP model is developed by

Loucks (1968) for a single resewoir which is subject to random serially correlated net

inflows. He concludes that in real situations this type of model would have a

dimensionality problem and could easily require several thousands of constraints.

Stochastic DP and LP models incorporating first order Markov chains are also

reviewed and comparedby l-oucks and Falkson (1970).

A second type of stochastic programming is stochastic programming with

recourse or two stage linear programming. Under this approach the final optimal

soiution is obtained by two separate interrelated linear programs in two stages. ln the

first stage an optimal solution is found from an LP which uses the esrimated value of

the random event such as the predicted inflow into a reservoir. In the second stage,

7



once the random event has occurred, a corrective action is taken so as to minimize the

error in further decisions associated with the random event, and an overall optimal

solution for the probiem is obtained. Dantzig (1955) gives a complete computational

procedure for two stage LP models. He illustrates the use of two stage LP to obtain

the minimum cost of shipping items from a factory to meet an uncertain demand at a

specif,red outlet. Loucks (1961) applies two stage LP in formulating a water

resources related problem. This approach has the advantage of penalizing the

consraint violation in the second stage when the estimated vaiue of the random event

(associated with the constraint) is not predicted conectly in the first stage. However

the linear programs required are large in size and are expensive in terms of

computational burden.

A third type of stochastic progamming is called chance constrained

programming (CCP). In this case, the consraint associated with the random event is

converted into its deterministic equivalent using the probability distribution function

of the random va¡iable. This method has the ability to incoqporate the probabiliry of

satisfying a given need such as flood protection, water supply, storage level in the

reservoir, or low flow augmentation. CCP is introduced by Charnes et al. (1958)

and illustrated with a modei developed to determine refinery rates for heating oils

where the weather dependent demands a¡e stochastic. Loucks et al. (1981)

demonstrates that in terms of precision of the optimal solution value, CCP does an

inferior job when compared to stochastic programming with recourse. Furthermore,

CCP uniike stochastic programming with recourse, does not explicitly penalize the

constraint violation nor does it provide recourse action to correct realized constraint

violarions (Yeh , 1985). The major advantage of chance constrained programming

over stochastic programming with recourse is its relatively smailer model size.



Another method of incorporating stochasticity into reservoir management

models is called reliability programming (RP). Unlike chance consüained

programming, the risk or reliability of a certain function of the system to be modelled

is incorporated as a decision va¡iable and not fixed a priori (Sengupta, 1972).

Hence, an RP model can be constructed in such a way as to explicitly account for the

trade-offs between the objective of a system and its associated risk.

Colorni and Fronza (197 6) apply RP for reservoir managemenr. The

objective of their model is to maximize the net benefit associated with reservoir

operation and to minimize the yearly risk associated with satisfying the constraint

which specifies the release to meet the contract volume. Símornvic and Marino

(1980) formulate a similar but more detailed RP model. Unlike Colorni and Fronza

(I97 6) who express the reliability of the system through a singie reliability consraint,

Simonovic and. Marirn (1980) use two reliability constraints to incorporate the yearly

risk associated with the objective of the model. These a¡e functions of the flood risk

and drought risk. They apply their modei to a hypothetical single multipurpose

reservoir. The detailed methodology for obtaining risk-loss functions associated with

flood risk and drought risk and its application to a real life multipurpose reservoir is

explained in the work by Simonovic and Marino (198i). They state that a simila¡

approach could also be employed in obtaining risk-loss functions for other reservoir

purposes.

Marino an"d. Mohamma¿i (1983) use an RP model based on the chance

constrained linear programming (CCLP) and the DP approach. The CCLP approach

is used to define the flood and drought reliabilities in the form of chance constraints

and the reliabilities are varied parametrically. The solution procedure employed in the

DP approach is used to determine the trade-offs between flood and drought



reliabilities. They apply thei¡ model to the Folsom Reservoir of the California Central

Valley project.

In comparison with deterministic LP models, more time a¡rd effort are

usually spent on stochastic programming models due to the process of explicitly

incorporating the stochasticity of the random event in the model. The availability of

data is another factor which limits the use of stochastic programming models.

Most of the aforementioned research used optimization models with

objective functions that are primarily designed for a single purpose, and that

incorporate the other purposes as strict constraints. However, recent applications in

water resources systems have been di¡ected towards selecting or identifying trade-

offs between severai conflicting goals. Goal programming (GP) is a very useful

method when the objective of a model is to obtain solutions which are as close as

possible to a specified value of several conflicting objectives. The concept of GP is

initiated by Charnes and Cooper (1961). Under this method the objective function

minimizes deviations from specified target values. GP seems very promising when

the most ideally suited values of the goals are known. It also allows the various goals

to be ranked according to their relative importance by assigning suitable weights to

the deviations from the respective goals. GP formulations can easily incorporate the

preferences of the decision makers in the specified values of the goals.

Changchít andTerrell (1989) present a chance constrained GP model to

achieve target values of several conflicting objectives such as providing flood

protection and municipal and industrial water supply, and maintaining sufficient water

in a reservoir for hydro-electric power generation and recreation. Goulter and.

Castenson (1988) present a mixed integer goal programming model to minimize the

deviations below the recommended levels of Lake Sommen in Sweden. The

10



objective of the model is to satisfy the conflicting uses of fishing and boating on the

lake, hydro-electric power generation, and irrigation and urban water supply.

However, this model is unable to achieve a satisfactory solution due to the

restrictiveness of the operation of the reservoi¡. Can and Houck (1934) use GP for

real time daily reservoir system operation and apply it to the Green River Basin, in

Kentucky. The objective of the GP model is to minimize deviations from a

predefined storage zone whiie achieving the most desirable downstream flows. Datta

and Burges (198a) also use a GP model to examine the rrade-offs between

conflicting storage and release targets in hypothetical river basins.

The major advantage of the GP technique is its ability to find a soluúon in

most circumstances where a feasible solution may not exist, by relaxing the constraint

which causes infeasibility. Furthermore, the GP approach tends to result in solutions

that are relatively more appealing to the decision maker since it may explicitiy

incorporate the decision maker's preference. In addition, it may also be used with

nonlinea¡ programming techniques.

One of the primary criticisms of the GP approach in multiobjecrive anaiysis

of water resoìrces projects is the diffrculty in obtaining appropriate levels for the

goals and in assigning appropriate weights to deviations from these goals ( see e.g.,

Goulter and, Castenson, 1988). Hence when sufficient data is available in terms of

costs and benefits for the objectives of the problem, it may be bener ro use an

objective function which inco¡porates these costs and benefit functions as long as rhis

function is linear or mav be iinea¡ized.

The major drawback of LP is its inabiliry to precisely incorporate nonlinea-r

functions. on the other hand, although there are quite a few software packages

available for solving nonlinear programs, they are not as efficient as their counterparts

11



used in solving linear programs. Moreover, most of these software packages have a

tendency to decrease in accuracy as the size of the nonlinear model increases. They

are also incapabie of handling very large models. Fortunately, under suitable

conditions a nonlinear function can be linearized, using various linea¡ization

techniques, such as piecewise linearization and first-order Taylor Series expansion.

ReVelle et al. (1967) presents an LP model which determines the degrees

of treatment of wastewater in a waterway based on a least cost objective and the

oxygen sag equation. The objective function is to minimize the total treatment cost,

which requires a piecewise linearization of the relationship between the total annual

cost and the ueatrnent plant efñciency. Dagli and Míles (1980) propose a simple

solution approach for analysis of a series of reservoi¡s. The objective function is to

maximize the total head of water retained in the reservoi¡s. Since the hydraulic head

is a nonlinear function of the volume of water stored in the reservoirs, the objective

function and some constraints of this problem are nonlinear. Therefore, the

reiationship between storage volume and head is linearized in order to satisfactorily

solve this problem. Houck and Cohon (1978) design a management policy for a

multipurpose multiple-reservoi¡ sysrem by using a special algorithm to solve a

nonlinear progam. The nonlinearity is caused by the benefit, loss, and cost functions

in the objective and the products of the joint probabilities of some random variables in

the constraint set. The approximate solution to the nonlinear program is obtained by

sequentially solving two linear programs which are subsets of the nonlinea¡ program.

However, the authors conclude that the huge computational burden was one of the

major weaknesses of the model.

Alternatively, dynamic programming (DP) may be used to solve some

nonlinea¡ progmms. DP is a procedure for optimizing a multistage decision process,

where complex problems are effectively decomposed into a series of subproblems
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which are solved recursively (see e.g., Bellman, 1957). Dp has proved to be very

practical and helpful in solving water resources problems that require the precise

inco¡poration of nonlinear functions. It also has been shown to be helpful when

applied to problems requiring a series of interrelated d.ecision s (Dreyfiu and Law,

1977). Yeh (1985) provides a review of DP as apptied to reservoir optimizarion

problems (see e.g., Little, 1955; Young , 1967; Meir and Bleighter, 1967; HaII et al ,

1968; schweig and cole, 1968 Fitch et al., 1970; Hail and Buras , 196r; Liu and

Tedrow,1973; oprícovic and Djordjivíc, r976; and.Collins,lg77) and states that

dynamic programming is well suited to handle the following types of warer resources

problems: progressive directed networks for capacity expansion problems,

deterministic dynamic programming for short-range operation, and stochastic

dynamic programming for long-range operarion.

DP can also be effectively used for linear problems. Becker an"dYeh

(1974) suggest a combined solution methodology of LP and DP for determining

optimal real time reservoir operations associated with the California Central Valley

Project. Takeuchi and Moreau (1974) describe a similar idea where a combination of

LP with stochastic DP was developed.

Optimization based management models structu¡ed for multiobjective

problems can generate many management policies, while identifying the trade-offs

benveen the conflicting objectives. Simulation models can prove to be very useful in

determining the most preferred management policy. Simulation models may also be

used for checking the validity of the policies in realistic situations and. for identifying

the long-term benefits or costs of implementing a particular operating policy.

Simonovic (1991) presents a methodology for evaluating operating policies for a

multipurpose reservoir and applies it to the same case study as that of this thesis. His

methodology is quite similar to that used in selecting a preffered operating policy for
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the case study. Evenson and Moseley (1970) show how valuable information can be

obtained in the development and operation of a complex warer resource system using

a set of simulation and optimization techniques. Jacoby and Loucks (1912) describe

the combined use of optimization models for screening models to obtain high valued

alternatives which are then evaluated using simulation models in river basin planning.

The literature regarding the application of optimization techniques for

managing reservoirs for downstream water quatity needs is limited. Rhode and

Naparaxawong (1981) present an optimization model of an existing two reservoir

system in Thailand in which one of the objectives of the model is to regulate rhe

supply of water for saliniry control. Gordon (19S3) considers the construction of

special reservoirs for waste water dilution. Although he did not use optimization

techniques to solve the problem of the conflicting uses of wasrewater dilution and

hydroelectric power generation, he shows that reservoi¡s built for these two

objectives are complex to manage. Simonovic and orlob (1984) develop a risk-

reliability approach for optimal reservoir releases for downstream water quality

control of total dissolved solids. Their modei accounts for agricultural production

losses and risk losses associated with other water uses and is applied to the New

Melones Multipurpose Re servoir in California.

Shafer et al. (198I) presents an approach for accounting for a new demand

placed on available water resources in a river basin. The new demand is for water

supply for a cooling pond at a coal fired electric generation faciliry in the Cache la

Poudre River basin in North Central Colorado. The goats are to ensure delivery of a

physically and legally feasible firm water supply to the power plant without causing

injury to the established water users in the river basin. The modei does not include

the goal of controlling temperature at any point in the river. Moreover, the water

required for supplying cooling water does not compete grearly with the other uses,
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since the system of this case study is flexible due to a series of interconnected

reservoirs.

Yang (1991) uses a GP model to identify oprimal seasonal operating

policies for a multipulpose resewoir. The objective of the model is to minimi ze the

deviations from the target values of the conflicting uses of storage for recreation in the

reservoir and cooling water supply. The cooling water ensures a monthly supply of

water to a once through direct cooling facility of a downstream thermal power plant.

However, the cooling water supply is modelled as a fixed constant demand for each

month of the year. It does not represent the monthly amount of power that could be

generated nor does it represent the dilution required to meet a temperature standard in

the river.

No work has been reported on explicitly modelling the relationship between

maintaining a temperatue standard in a river and the operation of a reservoi¡. The

major contribution of this thesis is the development of equations that represent the

relationship bet'ween reservoir releases and temperature controls in the river and the

incorporation of this relationship in optimization models for generating efficient

reservoir management policies.

Modelling the temperatu¡e in a river is a very compiex issue. River

temperatures depend on the cümatic conditions of the regions through which the river

flows, on hydraulic characteristics of the river, and on the temperature of the water

inputs. The major factors causing changes in the thermal regime of the river a¡e the

exchange of energy to the surrounding atmosphere and river banks, man made or

natural obstructions such as weirs, rapids or waterfalis across the path of river flow;

the magnitude and nature of heat input into the river; evaporation and condensation;
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internal heat dissipation by friction; and convection and diffusion in the warer mass

(Jacquet,1983).

The resulting temperatwe in a river due to heated effluent may be simulated

with mathematicai models. Edinger et aL (1974) developed a reiationship for

predicting stream temperature at any distance downstream from the point of thermal

discharge, as a function of various parameters such as stream velocity, depth of flow,

dew point temperature in the region, wind velocity, and upstream temperatue. These

authors aiso provide a full and detailed treatment of heat balance, heat exchange, and

resulting temperature in water bodies. Most applications of temperature modelling

have been based on this relationship (for example,Thnmann et al. (1975), and

DiToro and Connoly (1980) have applied finite difference models based on rhe same

relationship for complex lake and esruarine settings).

Part of the work presented in this thesis identifies management strategies for

reducing the heat input from thermal power plants by diluting it with water released

from an upstream reservoir. This may prove unpopular with the other users since the

reservoir manager might have to sacrifice other water demands in order to meet this

dilution requirement. In such cases, other more efficient cooling systems may be

necessary. The most wideiy used alternative cooling sysrems are :

i) once through direct cooling sysrems,

ii) cooling ponds,

iii) spray ponds, and

iv) cooling towers.

A discussion of these various heat control methods is presented in Oleson

and Boyle (7972), Jímeson and Adkíns (1972), and Krenkel and Novorny (i980).

The most eff,rcient of these are the cooling towers, but they have higher capitai and
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operation and maintenance costs. A comparison of the costs of these diffe¡ent

cooling methods can be found in the work of Jimeson and Adkins (1972). This

thesis employs a mixed integerprogramming model to identify the optimal srraregy

for operating once through direct cooling systems in conjunction with cooling toTvers

in regulated river basins. No previous work on this topic has been reported in the

literature.
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3. THE RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT MODEL THAT ACCOUNTS

FOR POWER GENERATION

This chapter describes a linear GP model which incorporates the dilution

needs of thermal effluent from a downstream thermai power plant in a resewoir

management program. This model minimizes deviations from power generation and

reservoir storage and release targets while meeting constraints on downstream

temperature standards. It requires a constraint set that relates the magnitude of river

flow at the point of discharge to the allowable power generation, as a function of the

upstream temperature, the specified temperature standard, ambient pa-rameters such as

wind velociry and dew point temperatì.re, the velocity and depth of flow, and the

physical characteristics of the thermal generating station. The det¿iled development of

this constraint set is also described in this chaoter.

3.1 The Reservoir Management Model

mn mn
MinimizeZ = IjZt¡Et' ' L L , jZt¡7t r-

subject to:

continuiry:
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initial storage in each year equal to the ending storage in the previous year:

sro ti-'=o Vi = 7,2,..-,m

1,2,..., n, j
r^t/nlL, 9,..., .', J

(3.3)

(7 4\

I,2,..., m (3.5)

1,2,..., m (3.6)

initial storage in the first year equal to the ending storage in the final year:

1vnsô -sr'=o

limits on storage and release volume:

vL=

Smín

Rmin

Y7r-

r T

I
<Si. < Smax

<RJ, < Rmax

definition of deviations from rhe ta¡gets of storage and release:

nl, + fRl,

-t -¡ i i
S',. * LS"í - US"i - STARGET. =0

uC¡ RTtnGtC, = o

magnitude of river flow at the site of the thermal power plant:

nir + rt i, DMit - ei, = o

allowable power generation :

,,
G'i - g(T i,Qr¡, STD i) <o

L, 2,'.., n, j

I,2,..., n, j

I,2,..., m (3.7)

1,2,..., m (3.8)

2,..., ffi (3.9)
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definition of deficit in meeting the target power generation:

GJ¡ * ut, - con{, >o

where:

i - time period in a year (for example weeks, months, or

seasons);

j = yeaI;

n = total number of time periods in a year;

m = total number of years;
;

L9¡ = deviation below the target of storage voiume in period i and

. year7, in m3;
IUS¡ : deviation above the target of storage volume in period i a¡d

yeau- j, in m3;
;LN¡ = deviation below the target of release volume in period i and

yeaï j, in m3;
;

UNt = deviation above the target of release volume in period i and

year j, in m3;
;

t/i = deviations below the desired power generation target in period

i and yer j, in Gwhr;

w = weight on the deviations from the desired power generation

afgeß;

S ti = ending storage in period i of year j, in m3;

S J0 = initiai storage in year j, in m3;

I'i = inflow into the reservoir during period. i of year7, in m3;
I

Rtí = water released from the reservoi¡ during period i of year j,
in m3:
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Smin

Smax

Rmín

Rmax
i

Q'i

Et,

rrl.-^ I

DMJt

srARGEci

RTARGETti

i
G'i

GDEgi
i

g(T i,Q'¡, STD ¡)

The objective function (Equation 3.1) minimizes the deviations from the

target values for the specified goals of the reservoir storage levels and the release

requirements, and the deficits below the targets of thermal power generation. Usually

the storage targets represent a specified value or a specif,red range of storage volume

for recreation or flood control. Equ.ation 3.1 assumes a situation where the storaee

evaporation from the reservoir during period i of yearj, in

m3;

lower physical limit of the reservoir storage, in m3;

upper physical timit of the reservoir storage, in m3;

lower physical limit on the release from the reservoir, in m3;

upper physicai limit on the release from the resewoir, in m3;

river flow at the point of discharge of the thermal power

plant in period i of year j, in m3;

sum of the tributary inflows in the reach of the river from the

resewoir to the point just upstream of the thermal power

plant during period i of year j, in m3;

sum of the withdrawals of water in the reach of the river

from the reservoir to the point just upstream of the thermal

power plant during period i of year j, in m3;

reservoir volume target during period i of year7, in m3;

release target during period i of year j, in m3;

generation in period i of yeas j, in Gwhr;

desi¡ed power generation during period i of year7, in Gwhr;

relationship which defines the maximum allowable power thar

can be generated as a function of stream temperatura,T; ,

river flow, Qr¡, and the temperature standard, STD;, in

period i ofyearj.
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target represents a specified value. The storage târgets can also represent the head of

water in the reservoir for hydroelectric power generation, in a situation where the

reservoir is used to provide hydroelectricity. The release targets usually represenr rhe

water requirements of the river basin serviced by the reservoir, or a threshold value of

flooding. The deficits below the targets of thermal power generation are a function of

the river flow which is related to the release from the reservoir.

Equation 3.2 ensu¡es continuity in the consecutive time periods, i, in terms

of the inflow, release, evaporation, and storage volume of the reservoi¡. Equation

3.3 ensu¡es continuity in storage levels between the years of the model. Equ"ation

3.4 ensures that the storage at the end of the nine year period is equal to the initial

storage. Equatiors 3.5 and 3.6 defrne the lower and upper limits of storage and

telease, respectively. These limits a¡e based on the physical cha¡acteristics of the

reservoir and on management concems such as the minimum required volume in the

reservoir and low flow requi¡ements.

The model is structured assuming that deficits or a surpluses in storage and

release targets are considered undesirable. Equ.atiors 3.1 and 3.8 defi.ne the deficits

and surpluses. The magnirude of river flow at the point of thermal discharge is

caiculated in the model by Equation 3.9. Equation 3.10 defines the allowable power

that can be generated as a function of the river flow and Equation 3.11 defines the

deficit in the desired generarion value. Equations 3.1,3.9,3.i0, and 3.11 determine

the release to be made from the reservoir in order to minimize the deviations below

the target generation level. The following sections in this chapter describe the

development of the function g(T¡,Qrí, STD 
¿ ) used n Equation 3.I0.
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3.2 Relationship Between River Flow and Allowable Power Generation

Consider a stream receiving heated discharge from a thermal power plant

which is using a once through direct cooling system. The heated discharge raises the

river temperature immediately and this temperature subsequently degrades following

the first-order relationship illusrated in Figure 3.1. Here 7o is the average stream

temperature immediately downstream of the point of emission, in oC, 7, is the

average stream temperature X meters downstream of the point of emission, in oC; and

T6 is the average stream temperature immediately upstream of the point of emission,

in oC.

If the river temperature, Ty , at a pointX meters downstream from the

thermal power plant is known, then the temperatue in the river immediately

downstream of the point of thermal discharge may be defined by a modified version

of the relationship developed by Edinger er al. (I974):

ro :(rx -ru)exp(!#) *ru (3.1.2)

where:

X = distance between the point of emission and the downstream point where the

temperature,Tx, is known, in meters;

V = average stream velocity for the length of the ¡iver berween the point of

emission and the point X meters downstream, in meters/day;

Kr = heat excha¡rge coeff,rcient, in days-l; and

all other variables are defined above.

If the temperature standa¡d is set equal toTa , then this equation can also be used to

calculate the allowable temperature immediately downstream of the point of emission.
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'tsX..-
d.ista¡ce

To = anerage strearfr lemperatuJce immed.iaæiy d.o¡¡ru:tream of the point of emissircn,

ln "C

TX = average stream tempeIature X mete¡s d.or¡rrstæam of the point of ernission, Ín'C

Tb : a\¡er€e ste8Jn lemperature immediaely upst'eam of the poÍnt of ernissircn, in'c

Fgure 3. 1 Temperatrrre patÞrn in a river receiving heaæd' d.lscharge.
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In the developmentof Eqrntion 3.12 Edinger et al. (1974) assumes

homogeneity in temperature throughout a cross section of the river (i.e., one-

dimensional temperature models). Although this assumption is not always verified, it

only results in appreciable errors in exceptional cases (Jacquet, i983). The heat

exchange coefficient for the river, K¡, is calculated with the following relationship

taken fromThomnnn and Mueller (1987):

KKy
PCoH

where:

K = approximate average heat exchange coeff,rcient, in cal / crfl day oC;

p = water density, in g/cm 3'

Cp = specific heat of water, in cal / g oC; and

H = river depth. in cms.

The velocity and depth of river flow, V and H , respectively, vary with the

river discharge and play a significant ¡ole in the above equarions. The value of K in

Equatíon 3.13 is calculated using the following relationship (see, e.g.,Thomann and

Mtæ\\er,1987):

(
K :2.066 [ 4.s + 0.05 T +

[o.gz + 0.007s (T + T¿"*) + 0.0012 (T + T¿s* )2] lg.z + 0.46u21 ] (3.14)

where:

T = average water temperature in the reach of the river of interest, i.e., between

the point of emission and X meters downstream, in oC;

TÈ* = dew point temperature in the region in which the river reach of interest is

located, in oC; and
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U = wind speed in the region in which the river reach of interest is located, in

m/sec.

Having calculated the allowabie temperature in the river at the point of

thermal discharge using Equations 3.I2 - 3.14, the allowable temperarure of the

thermal effluent can be found with the following mass balance equarion:

ry. ToQ-Tu lQ-Q¿lra=T (3. 1s)

where:

T¿ = allowable temperature of the therma-l effluent, in oC;

O = totâl river flow immediately downstream of the point of discharge of the

thermal effluent, in m3/sec;

Qd = amount of water withdrawn from the river for cooling, in m3/sec; and

all other va¡iables are described above.

The assumptions on which Equation 3.15 is based are that the amount of

cooiant water lost in the cooling process is negiigible and that complete mixing occurs

at the point of thermai discharge. The latter assumption is rypical of one dimensional

models where homogeneiry is assumed throughout a cross section of a river. This

simple mass balance in conjunction with Equations 3.I2 - 3.14 would adequately

determine the ailowable effluent temperature in cases of turbulent suearnflows.

However, it may cause appreciable errors by overpredicting the allowable effluent

temperature in rivers having very low flows. Usually under low flow circumstances,

the thermal effluent forms a plume and thermal sratification is produced in the river.

Although severai multidimensional models exist for modelling the different

temperatures of the plume and the other thermal layers of the river, these models are

effrcient only if highly accurate data is available on the river flow characteristics. The
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computational burden of these models is also relatively large. For these reasons, for

purposes of this thesis Equation 3.15 is assumed to be valid.

The allowable electric power that can be generated by the thermal power

plant can be related to the allowable effluent temperature,Td,, using the foilowing

relationship (see, e-g., Thomann and Mueller, 1987):

G:- r-r.i6l
Þ

where:

G = amount of power generated, in Gwhr;

G=

Rg : heat rejection per unit generation, in million BTU/Gwhr;

Y : specif,rc weight of water, in 1b/ft3;

CF = a conversion factor having a value of 5.493; and

all other va¡iables are defined above.

Equations 3.12,3.15, and 3.16 can be summarized by the foliowing

equation:

yo cn frrx -ru)".n(#)]

If T, is set equal to the stream temperature standard, Sf\ , and Z6 is set

equal to the temperature upstream of the plant, T; , for a given time period i, then

Equation 3.I7 may be used to evaluate the ailowable power generation in time period i

as a function of the background stream temperature, the stream discharge, and the

temperature standard g(T i , Qti, STD i,). This function is rypically nonlinear but may

be approximated as linear.

(3.r7)
Ro
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4. APPLICATION OF THE RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT MODEL

The reservoir management model is applied to a case study based on the

Shellmouth Reservoir and Dam, which is located on the Assiniboine River in south-

western Manitoba. This multipurpose reservoir was constructed in 1969 and is

currently managed and operated by the Water Resources Branch of the Manitoba

Department of Natu¡ai Resources. The power plant of interest is the thermal

generating station in the City of Brandon, Manitoba. This power plant is owned and

operated by Manitoba Hydro.

Yang (1991) presents a linear GP modei for identifying seasonal operating

strategies for the same case sildy. The objective of his model is to minimize the sum

of the deviations from storage targets and target values of the release required to meet

the cooling water supply for rhe thermal power plant at Brandon. However, rhe

target values for cooling water supply do not relate to the magnitude of power

production, nor do they relate to the temperature standard a kilometer downstream

from the point of thermal emission. The model presented in this thesis explicitly

incorporates the thermal generation needs in an extension of Yang's GP model.

The data for the physical characteristics of the reservoir and the hydrological

data for the river basin were obtained from the case study of Yang (1991). The

Sheilmouth Dam was constructed in the period from 1969 to I9ll. Airhough it was

initially designed for flood control, it also regulates water for different uses such as

municipal, industrial, and irrigation supplies and dilution of municipal and industrial

waste. It has a full supply level ßSL) of 477.36 million m3 at a corresponding

elevation of 429.42 m, and is approximately 1.28 km wide and 56.5 km long, at rhe

FSL. The dead pool capacity is 12.33 million m3 and the maximum outler capacity is

198.I m3 per second. For the sake of simpliciry, in this case study the Assiniboine
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River is divided into three reaches. The first reach of the river extends from the

Shellmouth Reservoir to the City of Brandon, the second from the City of Brandon to

the Ciry of Portage La Prairie, a¡d the third from the City of Portage La Prairie to the

City of Winnipeg.

4.1 Obiectives of the Shellmouth Reservoir end T)am

Flood Protection: The dam provides flood protection to the entire river basin

downstream of the Shellmouth Reservoir. The threshold value of river flow which

causes flooding is assumed to be i800 cfs based on communication with the Water

Resources Branch of the Department of Natural Resources.

Water Supply: The reservoir should ensure a continued supply of water for

municipal and industrial use throughout the year for the Cities of Brandon and

Portage LaPrairie, Manitoba. It should also provide water for the seasonal demands

for irrigation and farm water supplies in the Assiniboine River. A third demand is for

the dilution of effluent from the various industries downstream of the reservoir and

from the Cities of Brandon, Portage LaPrairie, and Winnipeg, Manitoba. Table 4.1

shows the total monthly requirement of 'water supply for municipal and industrial use,

dilution of waste effluent, and irrigation and farm water supply which were obtained

fromYang (i991).

Recreation: The resewoir should retain a sufficient volume of water, during the late

spring and summer months, to maintain a sport fishery and to provide recreation. It

should also achieve a specified voiume during early spring (i.e., on April 1) for flood

control. Table 4.2 shows the upper and lower targets for storage voiume in each

month which were also obtained fromYang (199i).
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Table 4.i Monthly Water Supply Demands (all units are in 193 ¡¡3¡i

Municipal
and

lndustriai,* Irrigation,#
Reach 1 Reach 1

Municipal
and

Industrial, Irrigation,
Reach 2 Reach 2

Dilution,**
Reach 3

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

881.3s

933.42

933.42

963.r1

r097.0s

1521.0

r20r.t7

1201.17

r0r5.23

933.42

903.67

881.3s

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

81.81

238.04

788.39

394.r9

81.81

0.0

0.0

0.0

1145.39

1123.08

1145.39

1t45.39

1249.5

t204.9

1160.3

1160.3

1190.0

1197.5

rr37.95

1093.32

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3205.6

o¿t t.J

6277.3

6277.3

320s.6

2915.0

0.0

0.0

7 431 .6

7437.6

1437.6

t+3 I .O

7 437 .6

7 437 .6

t 437 .6

7 437 .6

1431 .6

7431.6

t 431 .6

t+5 t.o

i Obtained fromYang (1991).

* Water required for municipal and industrial use.

# Water required for irrigation and farm water supplies.

** Water required for dilution of waste effluent for the City of Winnipeg.
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Table 4.2 Monthly Upper and Lower Targets for Storage Volume
(all units are in 193 t¡3¡f*

Month Upper Storage Target Lower Storage Target

January

February

Ma¡ch

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

no target

no target

no ullget

200000.0

413222.5

4t3222.5

413222.5

413222.5

no target

no target

no target

no target

no rarget

no target

no target

200000.0

33304s.0

333045.0

33304s.0

333045.0

no target

no target

no ta.rget

no target

i Obtained from the Water Resources Branch of the Department of Natural

Resources.

* The storage targets in the month of April a¡e for flood protection. The storage

targets in the months of May through August are for recreation in the reservoir.
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Dilution of Heated Effhænt: The thermai generating station at Brandon has

mandatory and desired target values for power generation in each month. The power

piant is operated to provide local area support during winter months and it is also

used to supplement local power generation for the hydroelectric generating ståtions in

dry years. The mandatory target of power generation occurs in all years whereas the

desired target of power generation occurs only in the dry yea-rs. The mandatory target

denotes the level of power generation required when operated for local area supporr.

The desired target denotes the levei of power generation required to supplement the

shortage in hydroelectric power in dry years, in addition to providing power to

support the mandatory needs. Table 4.3 shows the monthly target values of the

mandatory and desired levei of power generation, which were determined by the

Thermal Generation Production Division of Manitoba Hydro, Winnipeg.

4.2 The Reservoir Management Model for the Case Studv

The reservoir management model is applied to this case study in order to

obtain an operating poiicy which would meet the water supply and flood mitigation

needs of the Shellmouth Reservoir as well as accommodate power production at a

downstream generating station. The model divides each year into twelve monthly

time periods. The operating policy that is obtained from the reservoir management

model identifies the optimal monthly storage volume for each of three types of years

(i.e., wet, average or dry years).

4.2.1 The Hydrologic Input for the Model

Yang (1991) develops four hydrologic scenarios and uses these as the

inputs to his optimization models. Each hydrologic scenario consists of nine years of
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Table 4.3 Monthly Mandatory and Desired Targets for Power Generation
(all units a¡e in Gwhr)T

Month Mandatory Target* Desi¡ed Target#

Jan

Feb

Ma¡

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

91.8

97.8

97.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

97.8

97.8

145.0

131.0

145.0

140.0

38.0

31.0

19.0

27.0

42.0

60.0

141.0

145.0

T Obtained from the Thermal Generation and Production Division. Manitoba Hvdro.

* The mandatory targets for power generation occur only in the winter months of all

types of years.

* The desired targets for power generation occur only in the dry years.
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historical inflow data, selected from forty years of inflow data from 1948 to 1987.

These nine years of hydrologic data consist of three wer years (I97 5, 7976, and

7979), th¡ee average years (1961,7970, and 1983), and three dry years (1961, 1963,

and 1968). Yang (1991) employed this method in order to account for the stochastic

nature of the inflows. The same input data is used for the optimization model

presented herein. For the four scenarios, the hydrologic data is compiled as follows :

Scenario i: Three wet years, three average years, and three dry years

Scenario 2: Three dry years, three average years, and three wet years

Scenario 3: One dry year, one average year, one wet year, etc.

Scenario 4: One tvet year, one average year, one dry year, etc.

4.2.2 Formulation of the Management Model

As mentioned earlier the Assiniboine River is divided i¡to three reaches.

The thermal generating station is located at the beginning of the second reach. It is

assumed that the sum of the tributary inflows into each reach contribute coliectiveiy to

the river flow at the junction of that reach and to the successive downstream reaches.

The sum of the withdrawals of water from the river in each reach is assumed to be

collectively withdrawn at the beginning of each reach. These assumptions were made

in order to avoid increasing the size of the model and to reduce the relative

computational bu¡den. Since the reservoir receives the major portion of the inflow in

early spring, the year is assumed to begin with the month of April. Hence, month 1

in the reservoir management model corresponds to the month of April.

The objective of the model is to minimizethe sum of the deviations from the

flood protection and recreation storage targets and the sum of the deficits in

mandatory and desired generation levels while meeting release demzurds for water

supply, irrigation, and waste dilution. The flood protection storage target is required
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only during the month of April. The recreation storage targets are represented as a

range of storage values and are required during the months of May to August (i.e.,

month 2 through 4). The mandatory generation levels are seasonal and exist dun"o

the winter months of November through March only (i.e., month 8 through 12),

whereas the desired generation leveis exist throughout the year, in dry years only.

lvltnimizeZ çusJ,+ ß.
9

) +C, I di
o
'J_s s//

-J-L L-L j=Ii
I2s s.i

L .LUi
e Li:T

l2I
-8

+w (4.1)
j

subject to:

continuity:

,l

sr{ - si-r -Ii¡*Ri¡*uir=o

initial storage in each year equal to the ending storage in the previous year:

sro s¡i) -- o

initial storage in the first year equal to the ending storage in the f,rnal year:

s å s?z =o

limits on storage and reiease volume:

ISminSSi.<Smax Vt =1,2,..., 12,j

Rmin 
= oir 

= 
Rmax V i = I, 2,..., Iz, j

Vi =1,2,..., 12,j =I,2,...,9 (4.2)

(4.4)

2,...,9 (4.5)

2,...,9 (4.6)-1
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limits on the available water at a downstream site, e.g., for irrigation, water supply,

etc.

for the individual reaches of the river:

k -r k
! \i rrJn s t/,
' ,¿-¿ " ; - ,Lt DMt j' =g
n=I n=I

Vi =!,2,...,12,j =I,2,-..,9,k =2,3 (4.7)

for the fust reach of the river:

i1 ;1Fi'*D4 ' =0

for the entire river:

5i s ;1,
.P'--l 

,Lt.' ¿ -
ru -a

magninrde of river flow at the point of thermai discharge:

C¡*rìrt o4t -dr=, vt =r,2,...,12,j =r,2,...,9 (4.10)

defining of deviations from upper and lower srorage targets, respectively:

It

USti-S1 *SttP¡29 Vi =1,2,...,5,j =1,2,...,9 (4.11)

tsir+sir-sto¡ >0 vt =r,2,...,5,j =r,2,...,9 (4.r2)

ailowable power generarion:

II

G'i - gTi,Øi, STD¡) <0 V t = I,2,..., 12, j - 1,2,...,9 (4.13)
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definition of deficit in meeting the mandatory power generation:

'tI
G"t+D"r-GMAN¡>A Vt =8,9,..., 12,j =1,2,...,9 (4.14)

definition of deficit in meeting the desired power generation:

Gti*urr-GDES¡>-0 Vi =1,2,...,I2,j eL (4.16)

Also, in order to obtain a generai management strategy, the storage volume is

constrained to be the same in the same month of the same type of year.

where :

L = number of dry years in a given scenario, rypically 3;

i - month;

Ùi = deviation below the mandatory power generation target in month i and

yer j, in Gwhr;

Cw = weight on the deviations from the mandatory power generation targets;

k = reach of the river;

SUP¡ = upper storage target in month i, in 103 m3;

SLO¡ = lower storage target in month l, in 103 m3;
1

Qti = river flow at Brandon Thermal Generating Station in month i of yeat j,

in 103 m3;

-ikn"; = total amount of water required to meet the demand for water in river

reach Æ during month i of year- j, in 103 m3;
inf Pi' = total tributary inflow in river reach n during month i of year j, in 103

mJ;
;-

Dlrl;' = total demand for water in river reach n during month i of yee¡. j, in 103

m3:
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GMAN¡ = mandatory power generation during month i , in Gwhr; and

all other variables are defined in Section 3.1.

The mandatory generation targets are very important. Therefore, it is

preferred that Di be as close to zero as possible . If Dt were constrained to be equal

to zero however, an infeasibiliry would result for models under hydrologic Scenarios

1 and 2. Hence ni is incorporated in the objective function with a very high weight,

C, , assigned to it. The value of C, is chosen to be 106 for this case study.

Equations 4.2 - 4.6 are the same as Equations 3.2 - 3.6 described in

Section 3.7. Equations 4.7 - 4.9 calculate the release required to meet the demands

for water such as municipal and industrial supplies and waste effluent dilution in each

reach, given the tributary inflows into the Assiniboine River. Equation 4.I0

calculates the amount of availabie water at the point of thermal discharge. Equation

4.11 defines the deviations above the upper stomge target and Eqtntion 4.12 def,rnes

the deviations below the lower storage target. Since the month of April has only one

storage target (see Table 4.2), the upper and lower storage rarger for April are

considered the same.

The result of the model is the operating policy which is composed of the

monthly storage volumes in a given type of year (i.e., wet, average, or dry). To

achieve this the model has an additional constraint not shown here, requiring thar the

storage volume in each month be the same for all years for a similar type of year. For

example, the month of September is required to have a storage level that is the same

for all average years. Yang (1991) used these consraints in his management models

in order to obtain a management policy for this case study.

Eqtøtíon 4.13 limits the generation level of the power plant, in order to

meet the given temperature standard in the river. The relationship between river flow
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and power generation forms the important part of this consraint. The following

sections of this chapter explain in detail the development of the relationship berween

river flow and allowable generation for the case study. This relationship is typically

non-linear but is approximated as a linear function. Equations 4.15 and 4.16 define

the deviations in mandatory and desired generation targets, respectively.

4.3 The Relationship Between River Flow and Allowable Power

Generation

The thermal generating station at Brandon consists of five steam driven

generating units. Generating Units 1 - 4 each have an ultimate capacity of 33 Mw,

and a maximum sustainable ourput of 28 Mw. Generating Unir 5 has an ultimate

capaciry of 105 Mw and a maximum sustainable ouÞut of 88 Mw. Generating Units

1 - 4 were commissioned in 1958 and are less eff,rcient than Unit 5, which was

commissioned in 1969. The facility employs a once through di¡ect cooling sysrem

and transfers the heat from the power generation process to the Assiniboine River, at

Brandon.

The general form of the relationship between river flow and allowable

generation as menrioned in Chapter 3 is as follows:

G=
y Q cr [rrx -ru )..0(# ) ] (4 17\

Ro

The data that a¡e required for utilizing this equation are the background srream

temperature, the stream temperature standard, the dew point temperature, the wind

velociry, and the depth of flow and velocity corresponding to a given stream dischæge,
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in a given month, and the waste heat rejection of the power plant, Rg. (For a complete

description of the variables and the development of Equation 4.I7 , see Section 3.2).

For the case study the allowable thermal effluent from the Manitoba Hydro

power plant is constrained to meet a monthly temperature standard at a checþoint one

kilometer downsream from the point of thermal discharge on the Assiniboine River.

The vaiues of these monthly temperature standards represent the value of 7, in

Equation 4.17. These values were derived by the Thermal Generation Production

Division of Manitoba Hydro, winnipeg, based on the estimated spawning periods

and available thermal tolerance data for the key fish species inhabiting the Assiniboine

River. The second column of Table 4.4 shows these monthly temperature standards.

Daily background river temperatìre values were obtained from the Thermal

Generation Production Division of Manitoba Hydro, Winnipeg, for the twenty year

record from 1949 to 1968. The distributions for these temperarures were evaluared

and the mean monthly temperatures listed in column 3 of Table 4.4 were chosen to

represent the value of T6 in Equation 4.17 . It was found for the month of May, the

mean background temperafüe is greater than the stream temperature standard (see

Table 4.4). Hence, it is assumed in this case study that no generation is possible in

the month of May.

The mean monthly wind velocities and dew point temperarures at Brandon

were calculated from the available eleven year monthly record from 1978 to 1988.

These data were obtained from the Water Resources Branch of the Department of

Natural Resources, v/innipeg. The average monthly values for each year of the

historical record were simila¡. Hence, the calculated mean monthly value for the

wind velocity and dew point temperature were used. Column 4 and 5 of Table 4.4
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Table 4.4 Monthly Values of Temperarure Standa¡d, Background Strearir

Temperature, Wind Velocity, and Dew Point Temperature

Month
Temperature*
Standard, oC

Background*
Stream

Temperature, oC

Wind#
Velocity,

m/sec
Dew Point#

Temperature,oC

January

February

Ma¡ch

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

6.0

6.0

6.0

8.0

12.0

23.0

25.0

25.0

2s.0

20.0

6.0

6.0

0.97

0.99

1.05

3.65

13.27

19.28

23.06

2t.49

15.16

8.46

2.26

1.06

4.48

4.t4

^ 
''tA

4.6r

4.O /

À,'t1

3.54

a -1J.I I

4.5 /

4.40

4.05

4.47

-20.5

-r7.0

-9.1

- 3-¿

2.8

8.8

12.8

r0.7

5.4

-0.4

-8.6

-r7.0

x Obtained from the Thermal Generation and Production Division of Manitoba Hvdro,

Winnipeg.

# Obtained from the Water Resources Branch of the Natural Resources Department,

V/innipeg.
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shows these monthlv values.

The available data for velocity and depth of flow were for a location just upstream

of the power plant. These data were obtained from the Data Survey Deparunent of

Environment Canada, Winnipeg. They are comprised of the depth of flow, velocity

of flow, and river discharge, measured at different times during the period from 1955

to 1973. Relationships between river discharge and depth of flow and river discharge

and velocity of flow were determined based on these data. For these relationships

only the data for ice-free periods were used. This is because in this case study it is

assumed that the power plant operates continuously throughout the month. It has

been shown that ice cover formation downstream of the plant is prevented during

thermal discharge and for at least two days after the time that the discharge stops

(Bergman,1978). Furthermore, Donald (1975) recorded no ice cover for an

approximate distance of 5.5 miles downstream from the point of thermal discharge

during the winter of 1973 - 1914.

The relationships between velocity and discharge, and depth and discharge

were found by using regression techniques and logarithmic transformations of the

available data. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show these relationships ploned along with rhe

raw data. Figure 4.1 shows the comparison for the velocity - discharge reiationship

and Figure 4.2 shows the comparison for the depth - discharge relationship. The

relationships calculated are as foliows :

V = 0.1197 Q0.41

H = 0.2931 80.37e

where:

(4.18)

(4.1e)
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Figure 4.1 Raw data and estimated relationship between river flow and velocity of
flow.
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V = velocity of flow, in m/sec;

0 = discharge, in m3/sec; and

/1 = depth of flow, in m.

The correlation coefficients for Equations 4.17 and 4.18 are 0.922 and 0.904,

respectively.

The rate of heat rejection for the power plant is a function of the power

generated. The heat rejection per unit generation for the five individual generating

units are as follows :

Generating Units 1 - 4 have a heat rejection of 7195 million BTU / Gwhr, and

Generating Unit 5 has a heat rejection of 5694 million BTU / Gwhr.

4.4 Verification of the Relationship Between River FIow and

Allowable Power Generation for the Assiniboine River

In order to evaluate the performance of the equations used to model

temperature, f,reld data for the Assiniboine River were compa¡ed with model results.

During the months of November 1989 to March 1990 and the month of November

1990 the Thermal Generation Production Division of Manitoba Hydro monitored the

river temperature and plant characteristics for the Brandon power plant. The

monitoring data include daily values for: the amount of power generared by each

Generating Unit at the plant, the rate of effluent discharge, the river temperature

upstream of the power plant and at a point 1.6 km downstream of the power plant,

and the temperature of the plant effluent. The downstream river temperarure and the

thermal effluent temperature were measured every eight hours, but the power

generated was recorded as the total for each day, i.e., the total amount produced by
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each generating unit. Daily river flow values were sparse, so additional river flows at

Brandon were aiso obtained from the Data Survey Branch of Environment Canada,

Winnipeg. Since daily values of wind velociry and dew point temperatures were not

available, the calculated mean monttrly values from the eleven year period of record

previously mentioned were used. The specific times of operarion of each individual

Generating Unit were not available. Hence it was assumed that for a given day the

operating Generating Units were in operation for twenty four hours, and the mean of

the three daily readings of the effluent and downstream temperanres was the

corresponding daily mean effluent and downstream temperature, respectively.

Substituting the daiiy values of river flow, upstream river temperarure and

power generation for each Generating Unit, into the Equations 3.I2 - 3.17, the

stream temperature 1.6 km downstream from the point of thermal effluent discharge

was estimated. Figures 4.3 to 4.8 show plots of the the river temperature 1.6 km

downstream from the point of thermal effluent discharge for each month, for

estimates based on Equations 3.I2 - 3.17 and for the mean measu¡ed values. For

example, Figure 4.4 shows the plot of the estimated and mean measured downstream

temperatures for the month of December, i989. The two values are in agreemenr

during the latter part of the month. The estimated va-lue seems to be slightly more

than the measured value for most days. This observation shows that the Equations

3.I2 - 3.I-l ne relatively conservative in predicting the downstream temperature

when compared to the measured values. The estimated value also follows the same

trend as the mean measured value. These obsewations may be made for most of

these figures except those for November, 1989 and 1990. No expianation could be

determined for the poor verification for November, 1989. The results for November,

1990 were somewhat more encouraging because the pattern of temperanue variation

for the estimated and monitored values were consistent.
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Figure 4'3 Measured field data and estimated value for the river temperatu¡e 1.6 hn
downstream from the Brandon thermal powerplant for the month of November
1 989.
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Figure 4.4 Measured field data and estimated value for the river temperature 1.6 krn

downstream from the Brandon thermal power plant for the month of December i989'
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Figure 4.5 Measured field data and estimated value for the river temperature 1.6 l<rn

downsrream from the Brandon thermal powerplant for the month of January 1990.
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Figure 4.6 Measured field data and estimated value for the river temperature 1.6 km

downstream from the Brandon thermal power plant for the month of February 1990.
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Figure 4.7 Measured field data and estimated value for the river temperature i.6 lcrn

downstream from the Brandon thermal power plant for the month of March 1990.
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Figure 4.8 Measured field data and estimated value for the river temperatue 1.6 krn

downstream from the Brandon therrral power plant for the month of November

1990.
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The difference between the measured and estimated temperarures may be

attributed mainly to monitoring error and/or lack of precise data. The most important

missing data are the specific times of operation of each Generating Unit. This makes

it difficult to link actual power generaúon to river temperature at any given time since

these values are averaged over a day. The approximate depth of flow during the

monitoring period was 2.5 ft. The monitoring location of the measured. downstream

temperature is roughly 2 ft from the surface and therefore closer to the river bed.

Hence, the measured temperature has a tendency to be relatively cooier than the upper

layer of the river. This may be the reason for the consistently lower values for the

measu¡ed downstream temperatures. Other sources of error may be attributed to the

lack of daily data for the wind velocity and dew point remperatue.

Allowable Power Generation

In order to inco¡porate the relationship benveen river flow and allowable

power generation (Equatíon 4.17) into the linear GP problem defined. by Equatioru

4.I - 4-16, a linear approximation of this function was obtained for the Assiniboine

River System for each month of the year. The process for linearizing rhe relationship

between river flow and allowable generation is described by the following steps.

Step l: Calculate the velociry of flow and depth of flow fr:om Equations 4.I8 and,

4.r9 for an initial low discharge value, e,for the river (i.e., close to

zero), and monthly parameters such as the values of the wind velocity, the

dew point temperature, the temperature standard, and the background

stream temperarure.

Step 2: Calculate the value of the allowable generation, G, using Equation 4.I7.

4.5
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Step 3: If the calculated value of G is greater than or equal to the maximum

possible capacity of the power plant, then stop the calculation; if not

increase the value of Q by an inøement and continue the procedu¡e from

Step 1.

To evaluate the allowable power generation, in Step 2, therelationship for

the heat exchange coefficient, Rg, rrìuSt be incorporated based on an assumption of

which Generating Units are operating. Since Generating Unit 5 is the most eff,rcient

unit for the Brandon Power Plant, it is always operated fi¡st in all months except

November. In the month of November, the power generation requirement is not

uniform throughout each day of the month. In early Novembe¡ the power generation

requirement is small, and as winter approaches in the latter part of the month, the

power generation requirement increases. Hence, Manitoba Hydro finds it more

suitable to employ one of the smaller generating units first. Therefore in November,

one of the smaller generating units ( for example, Generating Unit 1) is operated

before Generating Unit 5.

Figures 4.9 - 4.19 show plots of the relationship between river flow and

allowable power generation for January through December, respectively. The X-axis

represents the river discharge, in m3/second, and the Y-axis represents the maximum

allowable generation possible, in Gwhr, at the corresponding discharge. The figure

for the month of May is missing since it was assumed that no generation is possible

in May because of a low temperature standard in that month.

These plots were linearized using f,irst order linear regression. The general

form of the equation is:
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Figure 4.9 Relationship between river flow and allowable power generation for the

month of January.
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Figure 4.10 Relationship between river flow and allowable power generation for the

month of February.
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Figure 4.11 Relationship between river flow and allowabie power generation for the

month of Ma¡ch.
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Figure 4.i2 Relationship berween river flow and allowable power generation for the

month of April.
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Figure 4.13 Relationship berween river flow and aliowable power generation for the

month of June.
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Figure 4.15 Relationship beween river flow and ailowable power genemtion for the

month of August.
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Figure 4.i6 Relationship berween river flow and allowable power generation for the

month of September.
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Figure 4-17 Relationship between river flow and allowable power genemtion for the
month of October.
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Figure 4.19 Relationship berween ¡iver flow and. allowable power generarion for the

month of December.
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where:

4i : intercept of the linea¡ equation in month ì, of year j;

bi = slope of the linea¡ equation in month i of yeari; and

all other variables are described in Section 3.1.

Table 4.5 shows the values of the slope and intercept and the correlation coefficient

for this linearized relationship for each month of the year, except May.
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Table 4.5 Monthly Values of the Slope and lntercept and the Correlation Coefficient

of the Linearized Relationshio

Month slope mtercept correlation coeff,rcient

January

February

March

April

May

June

Juiy

August

September

October

November

December

7.8

6.8

9.1

11.9

0.0

12.2

6.9

8.3

r6.2

T7.I

5.2

7.5

8.0

1.2

7.8

6.4

0.0

5.5

a1J.1

5.6

1À -L+-)

t7.2

s.9

1.9

0.998s

0.998s

0.9988

0.999s

-NA-

0.9985

0.998s

0.9986

0.9999

i.0

0.9974

0.9985
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SHELLMOUTH RESERVOIR

The sofrware package used to solve the oprimizarion model is GAMS

(BDLMP)' copyright of The International Bank for Reconstrucrion and Developmenr,

The V/orld Bank. The results obtained from the optimization modei a¡e the monthly

storage volumes for each rype of year, the sum of the deviations f¡om storage targets,

and the sum of the deficits in the generation needs. The optimal srorage volume is

govemed by the requirement that the storage volume be the same in a given month for

a-ll years of the same type, the desired and mandatory generation levels, the storage

requirements for flood con¡rol and recreation, and the sequence of the inflows of the

hydrologic scenarios.

5.1

Generation Target

In this research a range of objective function weights, w, for the sum of the

desired generation tårget deviations were investigated (see Equnfion 4.1). A weight

of 1 and a weight of 106 were used to represent the case when the power generation

targets are given lowest priority and highest priority, respecrively. The sum of

storage deviations that are optimal when weights of 1 and 10ó are chosen for w

denote the feasible range of storage deviations and, therefore the maximum possible

increase in the sum of the storage deviations. Likewise, this range of weights

represents the feasible range of the sum of the generation deficits and therefore the

maximum possible decrease in the sum of the generation d.eficits. For a given

weight, w, the percentage increase in the sum of storage deviations is referenced with
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respect to the feasible mnge of the sum of srorage deviations. Likewise, the

percentage decrease in the sum of generation deficits is referenced with respect to the

feasible range for the sum of defrcits from the desi¡ed generation targer. For each

scenario of hydrologic input, the weight that yields the largest difference between the

percentage decrease in generation deviations and the percentage increase in storage

deviations is used to determine the optimal operating policy.

To determine w for each hydrologic scenario the optimization model was

solved for increasing values of this weight srarting with a weight of 1, using

increments of 25. Appendix A shows the calculations for determining the values of

these weights. The chosen weights for each hydrologic scenario are listed as follows:

Scenario 1 : 1

Scenario 2 : I

Scenario 3: 425

Scenario 4: 5075

Scena¡ios I andZ yield a value of w equal to 1. The feasible solution

space of the LP is highly consrrained for these scena¡ios. For the range of weights

from 1 to 106, Scenario t has only two feasible solutions, and Scenario 2 has only

one feasible solution.

5.2 Feasibilitv of the Ontimization Model for fhe Cese Sf¡rdv

When it was specified that the storage volume for the month of April be the

same for a similar type of year, no feasible solution for the model given by Equntiors

4.I - 4.16 could be obtained. This infeasibiliry was removed by allowing the storage

volume in the month of April to take on any value.
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5.3 Results of the Optimization Model

The results of the optimization model show that there is a conflict between

the goals of storage in the reservoir and desi¡ed and mandatory generation levels,

aJthough deviations from the target values occur at different times. The deviations in

storage targets occur because the reservoir is forced to save water in the spring and

summer months (where inflow is the maximum for the year) in order to saúsfy the

high release requirement for meeting generation targets in the winter months. The

other reason for the deviations in storage targets can be attributed to the sequence of

inflows. For example, in a scenario in which an average year is foliowed by a dry

year the reservoir would need to store much water in the average year in order to meet

the high generation, release, and storage requirements in the forthcoming dry year.

Aiso, for cases in which a dry year is preceded by two consecutive dry years low

storage volumes would ¡esult in the dry years due to the unavailability of sufficient

inflow.

Table 5.1 shows the sum of storage deviations and deficits from the desired

generation targets, for each hydrologic scenario. For each of these deviations a lower

value represents a better solution. Scena¡ios 3 and 4 yieid better solutions than

Scenarios I and2 because the models for these scena¡ios have a relatively lzrger

feasible solution space in which to make a decision. This relatively larger feasible

solution space is due to the less conservative nature of the combination of the wer,

average, and dry years offered by Scena¡ios 3 and 4. Among these two scenarios,

Scenario 4 performs best because it begins with a wet year, thus, allowing the

reservoir a relatively substantial amount of water initially to achieve the storage and

generation goals.
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Table 5.1 Sum of Storase Deviations and Desired Generation Deficits for the Fou¡

Hydrologic Scenarios

Scenario

Sum of Deviations
from Storage

Targets, in 103 m3

Sum of Deficits from
Desired Generation
Targets, in Gwh¡

II

2
a
J

À+

i980188.0

2288060.0

1142660.0

7011120.0

586.708

620.214

253.818

204.286
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Figure 5.1 shows the storage levels for the four hydrologic scenarios, for a

wet, average, and dry year. The X-axis represents the months in the wet, average,

and dry year, respectively, where the first month is April. The Y-axis represents the

storage operating volume obtained from the solution of the oprimization model. Also

shown are the range of storage targets for the months of April through August. Since

the storage volume for April is not required to be constant for a given rype of year this

figure shows the mean storage volume of April for each of the three types of years. It

can be observed from the figure that the storage volume in the winter months of each

year (November through March) is steadily drawn down. This is due ro the high

release requirement in the winter months for achieving the mandatory and desi¡ed

generation levels.

Scenarios 7 and2 have a relatively low storage volume in the spring and

sì.tmmer of the dry years. This observation shows that these policies have a relatively

high risk of not meeting the storage targets, satisfying the downsueam water

requirements, or satisfying the generation needs in winters thar follow dry summers.

Although Scenarios 3 and 4 perform better in these respects, they require high srorage

Ievels during early summer, thus, increasing the risk of evaporation from the

reservoir. The opúmal storage volume typically decreases in March in order ro meer

the relatively low target level for early spring, however, Scena¡io 4 has high srorage

volumes in Aprii of the dry years. In realistic applications then Scenario 4 may

would have a high risk of flooding.

The sensitivity of the model results to va¡iations in the background

temperature were examined. Since the winter months have the highest generation

needs, the model was evaluated for variations in the background temperatures in these

months only (i.e., November through March). The 75 and 90 percentile background

temperatue values were examined. These results yielded storage values that were
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essentially the same as those based on the mean background temperatures, although

the resultant generation levels decreased.

Figure 5.2 shows the sum of the def,rcits in meeting the desired and

mandatory generation levels for the four hydrologic scenarios. These results are only

shown for dry years, since the generation needs are satisf,ied under all four scenarios,

in the wet and average years. The minimum release required to meet the dilution

needs of the waste effluent in reach 3, is enough to satisfy the desired. generation

targets in the months of June to October of the dry years. Scenarios 3 and 4 always

satisfy the mandatory level of power generation, and they also have a comparatively

lower def,rcit value in meeting the desired value of power generation. The magnirude

of the deficit in meeting the mandatory or desired generation goal is dependent on rhe

amount of release required to satisfy the power generation target and the linear

relationship between the river flow and the allowable power generation in that month.

In other words, the months which have a relatively lower vaiue of the slope, å, in the

linearized relationship tend to have a higher deficit in meering the desi¡ed and

mandatory generation levels.

A preliminary observation of the results of the optimization model shows

that Scena¡io 4 is the most attractive policy in terms of recreation storage, water

supply, and power generation. However, this particular scenario does not take into

account the fact that a similar rype of year may occur consecutiveiy, in a realistic

siruadon. Hence, it is essentiai to evaluate the performance of these policies in a

realistic situation. The following sections discuss in detail the simularion model

which was used to evaluate the operating policies obtained from the four hydrologic

scenarios.
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5.4 The Simulation Model

There are four major reasons to apply a simulation model to this problem.

They are: 1) to verify that the optimal storage operating policies work under realistic

situations; 2) to investigate more closely, trade-offs among different objectives of the

river basin; 3) to evaluate the performance of the storage operaring policies based on a

set of evaluation criteria (which will described in Section 5.4.3); and 4) to identify a

preferred operating policy based on the set of evaluation criteria. The simulation model

developed for these purposes is designed for a period of sevenreen years, from 197 1,

the year the Shellmouth Reservoir was constructed to the year 1987. The release rules

used for this model are based on an approach developed by yang (1991).

Each year is divided into rwo time periods, the surnmer months (May

through AugusQ and the non-summer monrhs (September through April). Each of

these time periods have different release rules. A monthly time step is used,. The

input to the simulation model is the yearly forecast of inflow (i.e., predictions of

whether it will be a wet, average, or dry year) and the acrual recorded inflows for

each year of the simulation period. The model is based on the assumprion that perfect

forecasting has been made for each year of the simulation period. For example, if a

certain year was predicted to be wet, then the simulation model assumes that the

prediction is correct and applies the storage operating policy obtained from the

optimization results for a wet year.

5.4.1 Release Rule for the Non-summer Months

The basic idea behind the release rule is to try and mainrain the monthly

storage volume of the operating policy while satisfying all the needs of water supply

and power generation. In the non-summer months, if all of these goals cannot be
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met, then the storage volume is allowed to change from the optimal operating policy

and first priority is given to meeting the municipal and industrial warer needs. The

second priority is given to meeting the mandatory level of power generation and. the

third priority is given to meeting the desired level of power generation. At no point in

time is the reservoir volume allowed to fall below the dead storage pool level, nor is it

allowed to be above the full supply level. The release is strictly consrrained ro be

always less than the maximum outlet capacity of the reservoir. The release rule

permits flooding only if it is absolutely unavoidable. Appendix B shows the flow

chart illustrating the release rules for the non-summer months.

5.4.2 Release Rule for the Summer Months

The summer months have more goals than the non-summer months.

Hence, it is necessary to define different release rules for these months. The

objectives of the reservoir during the months of April through Augusr are ro provide

flood protection, recreation in the reservoir, municipal and industrial water supply,

and release required to achieve the desired level of power generation. However, the

latter use is applicabie only during the dry years, as the wet and average years do not

have any desired generation requirements in the summer.

In situations where the storage volume of the operating policy lies between

the storage targets used in the optimization model (see Table 4.2), then the release is

made in order to satisfy all the needs of the reservoir while trying to maintain the

storage volume of the operating policy. If it is unable to do so, then the simulation

model tries to satisfy all the needs of the reservoi¡ giving iast priority to achieving the

storage volume of the operating policy. In situations where the storage volume of the

operating policy is outside the range of the storage targets, the release decision is

taken giving priority in order of flood protection, municipal and industrial wate¡
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demands, recreation in the reservoir, irrigation and farm water supplies, mandatory

level of power generation, and the desi¡ed level of power generation. At no poinr in

time is the reservoir volume aliowed to fall below the dead storage pool level, nor is it

ailowed to be above the full suppiy level. The release is constrained. to be always less

than the maximum outlet capacity of the reservoir. The threshold value of flooding is

assumed to be i800 ft3lsec, and flooding is recorded immediately downstream of the

reservoir. Appendix B shows the flow chart illustrating the release rules for the

summer months.

5.4.3 The Evaluation Criteria

V/hen the reservoir is unable to satisfy any given objective a violation

occurs. A continuous period where the reservoi¡ is in violation of meeting a

particular objective is termed as a failure state. The simulation model records the

magnitude and number of times of violation and the length of the failure states for

each of the following reservoir objectives:

municipal and industrial water supply needs, and dilution of municipai and industrial

waste effluent;

irrigation and farm,water supplies;

flooding;

recreation in the reservoir (in terms of summer storage targets);

mandatory level of power generation; and

desired level of power generation.

Three criteria were used to evaluate the performance of the operating

policies with respect to these objectives. These criteria were introduced by Burn et al.

(1991) and applied in a similar study by Yang (1991). They are determined based
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on the results of the simulation model. These three criteria are risk, resiliency, and

vuìnerability.

Risk is a measure of the probability or the frequency of the occurrence of a violation.

.:^r_ number of months in which violations occurI\I5t1 = total number of months

Resiliency is a measure of the ability of the system to recover from a failure.

Resiliency =
number of months in which vioiations occur

number of failure states

Vulnerabiliry is a measure of the severity of the violations. It is the sum of the

maximum of the violations that occurs in each failure state.

Vulnerability maximum violation in failure state k

5.4.4 Results of the Simulation Model

The simulation model results show that the municipai and industrial warer

needs are satisf,ied at all times. The mandatory generation targets are also always

satisfied in the wet and average years. It should be noted that there are no desired

generation ta-rgets in the wet and average years. The desired generarion tffgets are

always satisf,red for the months of June through October. The explicit inclusion of

the objective of providing water for thermai generation has the effect of limiting

flooding when two or more wet years occur consecutively. This is because the

reservoir is emptied panially in the winter (when the generarion need,s are high) thus

allowing more freeboard in the reservoir to accommodate the huge inflow occurring

in the following spring. In contrast, the simulation results of yang (1991), which

did not include the objective of satisfying the dilution requirements of thermal power

generation, showed greater occurrence of flooding.

_s
t.À
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The simulation results show a conflict between recreation in the reservoir

and the reiease required for thermal power generation. The most crucial months are

the winter and early spring monrhs of the dry years, due to the high desired

generation requirement and unavailability of sufficient inflow to compensate for

recreation storage. These months have a high def,rcit in the desired generation level.

The simulation model provides insight into conflict in uses of the reservoi¡

that were not obvious from the optimization results. The need for satisfying power

generation together with providing water for irrigation and farm water supplies

conflicts with the use of providing recreation in the reservoi¡. This conflict occurs

mostly in the dry years where the low inflow is insuff,rcient to raise the warer level in

the reservoir, and even if the water level is raised up to meet the recreation storage

target, it is used up for irrigation in the late spring and summer monrhs.

Risk, resiliency, and vulnerability are calculated for violations in each of the

objectives of the reservoir. These values are calculated for the operating policies of

each of the four hydrologic scenarios. For the sake of comparison the resulting

values of risk, resiliency, and vulnerabiliry are normalized so that they do not exceed

a value of uniry. The normalized values of risk, resiliency, and vulnerability are

shown in Figures 5.3 - 5.5. Lower values of the evaluation criteria indicate a bener

performance of the given operating policy with respect to the corresponding

objective.

Although violations occur in meeting all the objectives, excepr the municipal

and industrial water supply goals, it is difficult to choose the operating poticy which

has the lowest values of all of the evaluation criteria. Hence, Multiobjective

compromise Programming (MCP) is used to selecr the most preferred poiicy.
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5.4.5 selection of an operating Policy using Multiobjective
Compromise Programming

MCP is a technique which ranks alternative non-ìnferior muitiobjective

soiutions based on a measure of their dista¡rce to an ideal solution. The ideal solution

is a solution which has optimal values for all the objectives of the muhiobjective

model. This solution is practically infeasible, but it serves as a standa¡d for

evaluating the alternative non-inferior solutions. The MCP identifies rhe solution

closest to this ideal solution.

The measure of closeness to the ideal solution is defined by the L, values.

The goai of the MCP is to minimize rhese r, values which a¡e defined by the

following equation:

p

¿,=.L ot,tzi-q)'
l=l

(5.1)

where:

p = number of objectives;

d,i = weight or priority assigned to objective i;
*

Zi = value of objective i under the ideal solution;

Zi = value of objective i under the altemative non-inferior solurion; and

.r = a parameter expressing importance of the magnitude of the distance

to the ideal solution.

In this work the value of an evaluation criterion is considered to be an

objective, and the ideal solution is one in which all of the evaluation criteria are eoual

to zero. Therefore, Equation 5.1 reduces to:
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f-!s- ç4)' (s.2)

For the MCP evaluation applied in this case study, the weights, Ø ,

assigned to each of the evaluation criteria for each violation are listed in Table 5.2.

These set of weights were chosen by the author since the exact prioriry among the

different uses of the reservoirs could not be determined from the decision makers. A

weight of 7 is assumed to assign high priority to a given violation, and a weight of 1

is assumed to assign least priority to that violation. The last set of weights represeni a

case where no one parricular use is more important than the other uses.

The parameter, .r is assumed to be in a range of 2 - 5. A value of I is not

used because the corresponding ranking obtained would not be reasonable and higher

values of s were not used in order to avoid an increase in the computational burden.

It was also shown that a value higher than 5 would have made no significant

difference in the ranking of the operating policies.

Table 5.3 lists the ranking of the optimal storage policies in terms of the

MCP objective function values for all four scenarios, for different values of ø and s.
L

The numbers in the table represent the scenario numbers and the order in which they

are wrinen is the ascending order of the MCP objective funcrion values. The most

outstanding policy from the MCP evaluation is Scenario 4, since this scenario has a

high ranking in most cases. This scenario was also shown to be a good choice from

the results of the optimization model (see Section 5.1).

p
\. .1

L d,;
:_t
L_.L
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Table 5.2 Weights, d ¡ , Assigned to the Evaluation Criteria of the Different
Objectives (unitless)

Weieht Set FLDG USTG LSTG IRGN GMAN GDES

I
I

2

a
J

A-

5

6

7

7

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

7

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1
r

1

1

.t

1

1

1

7

1

I

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

7

1

FLDG

USTG

LSTG

IRGN

GMAN

GDES

violation in flooding;

violation above the upper storage targer;

violation below the lower storage target;

violation in irrigation and farm water supplies;

violation in mandatory level of power generation; and

violation in desired level of power generation.
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Table 5.3 Ranking of the Optimal Storage Operating Policies

Reservoir Use
Having

HighestPrioriry s =2 s =3 s:4 s =5

Flooding
@eight Set 1) 1,2, 4,3* I,2, 4,3 Z, I, 4,3 Z, l, 4,3

Upper Storage
Target

flMeight Set 2) 4,2, I,3 4,2, 1,3 4,2, 1,3 4,2, I,3

l-ower Storage
Target

@eight Set 3) 4,3,2, | 4,3,2, | 4,3,2, I 4,3,2, I

Irrigation
(Weight Set 4) 4,2,3, I 4,2,3, I 4,2,3, I 4,2,3, I

Mandatory
Generation

flMeight Set 5) 3, 4,2, I 3, 4,2, | 3, 4,2, 1 3, 4,2, T

Desired
Generation

(Weight Set 6) 3, 4, I, Z 3, 4, I, Z 3, 4, l, Z 3, 4, I, z

Ail Uses Have
Equai Priority
(IMeight Set 7) 4, l,2,3 4, 1,2,3 4,2, r,3 4, 2,7, 3

* Scenarios 1,2,3, and 4 are listed in the order of the MCP obiective function values. i.e..

in order of ascending L, vaiues.
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6. A STRATEGY FOR ANALYZING COOLING TOWER OPERATION

IN CON.IUNCTION WITH RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT

In the process of transforming thermal energy into elecrrical energy, a great

amount of waste heat is produced, which is passed on to the environment. Cooling

systems are built in order to mitigate waste heat and cause the least possible impact on

the environment. Since cooling towers reduce the requirement for dilution water,

they may be beneficial in alleviating the conflicts in the uses of reservoirs which a¡e

designed to supply dilution water for heated effluent. This chapter discusses an

optimization modelling approach for reservoir management which accounts for the

reduction in the heated effluent with dilution and with a cooling tower. The results of

this model may be used to select an optimal operating strategy for both cooling rowers

and reservoirs which a¡e used in coniunction to mitieate waste heat from thermal

power plants.

The results from the optimization model discussed in Chapter 5 provide

insight into the crucial months of thermal power generation, which conflict with the

other uses of the reservoir. For example, for the given case study the results show

that the most crucial periods were the winter and early spring months of the dry years

(see Figure 5.2). These months have the highest deficits in target generation and also

high values of the desired generation level. If a cooling tower were ro operate in all

of these crucial months, it would definitely reduce the dehcits in the desired

generation target. But since operation and maintenance costs of a cooling tower are

high and are dependent on the time of operation, it is necessary to find an economical

operating strategy for the cooling tower. Moreover, the trade-offs between the costs

of cooling tower operation and the benefits to the resewoir system need to be

ascertained. It may also be necessary to determine the optimat period of operation of
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the cooling tower when there is a limit on the available budget for operating such a

system. All of the aforementioned reasons make it essential to use an effective

modelling approach to obtain an optimal seasonal strategy for the cooling rower in

conjunction with reservoir management.

6.L Model Formulation

The model used is a mixed integer program (MIP) which is a modificarion

of the linear goal programming model described in Chapter 4. MIPs are oprimizarion

models in which one or more integer variables exist along with continuous va¡iables.

The integer variables in the modei presented herein are 0 - 1 va¡iables which indicate

whether a cooling tower is not operating or is operating, respectively, for any month

of the entire period of the model.

The objective function of the model is a modified version of that presented

by Eqwtion 3.I in Section 3. 1 . 1. The deviations from the goals of storage volume,

release volume, and the deficits in target generation are minimized. However, in this

case the deficits in target generation are divided into those which occur when a

cooling tower is operated and those which occur when it is not. The MIP model is

formulated as:

lvftntmizeZ =

mn
ST,A ,Lt

J - L L -L

+ .i(L(:

ms
,{-/ (6.1)

(Ud,+t!,+ud,+tC¡

n

s
,/-/

i =l
i.* u(:)
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.i,

suDJect to:

defrnition of the ailowable generation when a cooling tower is not operating:

- sQJi,Ql¡, srDtl 
=o

Vi =1,2,.-,n,j =1,2,..,m (6.2)

definition of the allowable generation when a cooling rower is operating:

GCI¡ -gc(TltQl¡,srDt) r, vi = r,2,..,n,j =r,2,..,m (6.3)

deviation from target power generation when a cooling tower is not operating:

GJi*rlr-GnßJ¡(r xJ)ro vl =r,2,..,n,j =r,2,..,m (6.4)

deviation from target power generation when a cooling tower is operating:

GCJ, +rrJi -GDESJ.(YJ) >0 v i = r,2,..,n,j =1,2,..,m (6.5)

limit on the number of months of operation of a cooling tower:
mnss.',iL L x;-N <0

i=1 i=1
(6.6)

and Equations

where:
i

uc-i

GC 
j¡

iii
gc(T'i,Q'¡, STD'¡)

3.2 - 3.9 described in Chapter 3.

= deficit in target generation when a cooling rower is operaring

in time period i of yeat j, in Gwhr;

= generation which occurs when a cooling tower is operated in

time period i of yeari , in Gwhr;

= relationship defining the allowable generation as a function

of river flow when a cooling tower is operating in time

period i of yeat j ;

= 0 - 1 integer variable which denotes whether a cooling rower

is or is not operating. If X{ = 0 the cooling tower is nor

operating in time period i of yea,r j , if f,; = 1, it is;

ii
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6.2

N = limit on the number of rime periods of cooling rower

operation for the enrire time period of the model; and

ali other va¡iables are as defined in Section 3.1.

Equations 6.2 and 6.3 define the allowable generarion without and wirh a

cooling tower operating in time period i and yer j,respecrively. Equations 6.4 and,

6.5 define the deficits in target generation without and with a cooling rower operating,

respectively. When X, is zero, then a cooling tower is not in operation and ucJ¡ ,s

driven to zero. When XJ, is one, then a cooling tower is in operation a¡d.,/, i, Otiu.n

to zero. Eqtntion 6.6 limits the number of time periods of cooling rower operarion

for a given year.

a Cooling Tower Ooerates

A direct cooling system transfers the waste heat to the cooling water which

is discharged as thermal effluent into the river or receiving water body. ln a cooling

tower the thermal effluent is circulated through a tower shaped heat exchanger, where

all or part of the waste heat is transferred to the ambient air. The transfer of hear may

take place with or without direct exposure of the thermai effluent to the cooling air.

The former case may have a faster rate of heat exchange but results in a consumptive

use of water (i.e., the water lost in the heat exchange process). This thesis deals with

the latter case in which it is assumed that the water required for cooline tower

operation is negligible.

If the cooling tower is operated for an enti¡e.faciliry, rhe funcrion which

represents the allowable power generarion, gc(TJi,eJ¡, STDj.) , is untimited below
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the sustainable capacity of that facility, and so is GC¡. However if only a porrion of

a power faciiiry is cooled by the cooling tower a modified version of Equatton 3.I7

will need to be applied. Let the portion of the power facility cooled by the cooling

tower be l, in Gwhr. Then Equation 3-77 described in Section 3.2 may be

rewritten, taking into account the fact that no river flow is required ro cool the portion

of the generation (Í ), that makes use of the cooling tower. The modified version of

Equation 3.17 is:

y O cF l(r* rb ) exp (W, )lGC=

where:

+Y (6.1)
Ro

ô

GC = ailowable generation with a cooling tower; and

ail other variables are as defined in Secion 3.2 of Chaoter 3.

Equadon 6.1 is typicaily non-linear, bur may be approximated as linea¡.

6.3 Solution of the Mixed Integer Program

The MIP can be solved using the Branch and Bound technique. The

inroduction of integer variables increases the computational time. However, the

increase in computational time can be reduced by keeping the number of integer

variables as small as possible. The optimization model described in Chapter 3 may be

used to gain information regarding the crucial months of thermal power generation,

so that the potential periods of cooling tower operarion may be idenrifred. This

process may help reduce the number of integer va¡iables. For example, the resuits

for the case study (see Chapter 5) showed that no conflicts exist when water is
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released for therma-l power generation during the wet years. Hence, xi; 
^uybe 

set

equal to zero for aII i in the wet years.
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T.APPLICATION OF THE MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING

MODEL TO THE CASE STUDY

This chapter describes the application of the MIP model d.iscussed in

Chapter 6 to the Shellmouth Reservoir and the thermal powerplant at Brandon. A

cooling tower is considered for handling a portion of the wasre heat generated from

the thermal power plant. Since, the cooling tower reduces the water need for dilution

of the heated effluent, it is hoped that the operation of a cooling tower would reduce

the conflict between the reservoir uses of storage recreation and thermal power

generation.

7.1 Model Formulation

The objective function is to minimize the sum of the deviarions above and

below the upper and lower storage ta-rgets, respectively, and the deficits in mandarory

and desired generation levels in the months in which a cooling tower is and is not

operating. The targets defining storage recreation occur only in the first f,rve months

(April through August) of the hydrologic year of the model. The mandarory

generation requirements occur only in the five winter months (November through

March) of the hydrologic year of the model. Desired generarion rargers are present

only in the dry years and occur throughout the year. The model is formulated as:

MinimizeZ =
T29s.L

i-l;J _L L

T2+ II
i e Li =I

Ð,,ut,'+t9) + c,,1, ,å (Dr¡*Dci)

(1.1)
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subject to:

definition of the deviation from the targer level

a cooling tower is not operating:

GJ,+nJ, -GMAN¡ (1 -xj )>o vi =

of ma¡rdatory power generation when

definition of the deviation from the target level of mandatory power generarion when

a cooling tower is operating:

GCJ, +ncJ, - cueNi (xJi)>o Vi =1,2,..., 12,j =L,2,...,9 (7.3)

def,rnition of the deviation from the target level of desired power generarion when a

cooling tower is not operating:

cJr+uJ, -GDES¡ (i-xj)>0 vi = t,z,...,rz,j eL e.4)

def,rnition of the deviation from the target level of desired power generation when a

cooling tower is operating:

__i i iGC'r+uc', -GDES¡ (4')>0 Vi =1,2,..., IL,j eL (7.5)

and Equations 6.2,6.3, and 6.6 described in Chapter 6 and Equations 4.2 - 4.I2

described in Chapter 4.

Also, in order to obtain a general management strategy, the storage volume

is constrained to be the same in the same month of the same type of year and if a

cooling tower operates in a given month in a certain type of year it operates for that

month in all simila¡ years. For example, if a cooling tower operates in November of

one dry year, it operates in the month of November of all dry years.
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wnere:

DC¡ = deviation below the mandatory value of power generation in month i of

. yearj when the cooling tower is operating, in Gwhr;
IuCi : deviation below the desired value of power generation in month i of yezr j

when the cooling rower is operating, in Gwhr;
;

^^lGC"i = generation in month i of yeari when the cooling tower is operating, in

Gwh¡: and

all othervariables are as described in Section 6.1.

The objective function as describedby Equation 7.1 is nearly similar to the

Equation 4.1 described in Chapter 4. Here the deficits in mandatory and desi¡ed

generation targets are modified in order to account for the months in which a cooline

tower is not and is operating, respectively. Equatio¡¿ 7.1 does not include the

weight, w, which was presentin Equation 4.I of the GP optimizarion model. This

weight is excluded to reduce since the value of N in Equation 6.6 which limits

periods of operation of the cooling tower tend to overshadow any trade-offs between

the storage and release requirements. Xj.is a 0 - 1 integer variable denoting if the

cooling tower is not or is operating in month i and yer j, respectively. V/hen it is

zero the deficits in mandatory and desired generation in Equations '7.3 and7.5 a¡e

driven to zero. The following section describes the procedure for obtaining the linear

relationship between allowable power generation and river flow when a cooling tower

is operating, as described by Equation 6.3 in Chapter 6.
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7.2 Reducing the Size of the Mixed Integer Programming Model

Usuaily the solution procedure of an MIP is very rime consuming.

However, the computational time can be minimized by keeping the number of integer

va¡iables as small as possible. The information obtained from the optimization resulrs

discussed in Chapter 5 were used in this analysis to reduce the number of integer

variables.

The results of the optimization model and the simulation discussed in

Chapter 5 have shown that there is no difficulry in meeting the generation goals

during the wet years and during the months of June to October in the dry years.

However, a cooling tower may be required in the five winter months from November

to March in the average years, and in the seven winter and early spring months from

November to May in the dry years. Recall the constraint specifying that the cooling

tower operates in the same month of a similar type of year. Given this constraint and

the observations from the optimization model, the number of integer variables may be

reduced to 36, where 15 integer variables represent the possible months of cooling

tower operation in the three average years and2l integer variables represent the

possible months of cooling tower operation in the three dry years.

7.3 Linearization of the Relationship Between River Flow and

Allowable Generation with a Cooling Tower

The thermal generating station at Brandon consists of five generating unirs

of which the fifth is the largest and most efficient. Manitoba Hydro is considering

building a cooling tower for this unit. It is assumed that the cooling tower is capable

of handling all of the waste heat generated by Generating Unit 5. It is also assumed
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that the amount of water lost in the heat exchange process of the cooling tower is

negligible. The value of I in Equation 6.7 for this case study is denoted by rhe

monthly capacity of Generating Unit 5, in Gwhr. That is:

Y = 2.112 x (number of days in the month) (1.6)

The relationship between aliowable power generation and river flow when a

cooling tower is operating is plotted for the months of November through April (i.e.,

the crucial months of power generation) in Figures 7 .I - 7.6. These plots were

developed using Equation 6.7 and the three-step method described in Secrion 4.5.

Linear relationships for these plots are determined and have the general form:

gc (Tt, d¡, STD, ) = ai + uq (d¡) (7.1)

where:

aq = intercept of the linearized relationship;

b ri = slope of the linea¡ized relationship; and

all other variables are described in Section 3.1.

Equation 6.7 described in Section 6.2 is not applicable to the month of

May, which has a higher background temperature than the stream temperatLlre

standard. Hence, no generation is possible in May without a cooling tower. With the

cooling tower, an allowable generation equal to the capacity of Generating Unit 5 is

possible. Hence the relationship between allowable power generation and river flow

for the month of Mav is as follows:

t

PC(T ,d .STD \=65.47Gwhr" ' (May)' -(May)' (May) ' (7.8)
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Figure 7.1 Relationship between river flow and allowable power generation with a

cooling tower operating for the month of November.
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Figure 7.2 Relationship benveen river flow and allowable power generation with a
cooling totver operating for the monrh of December.
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cooling tower operating for the month of January.
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Figure 7.4 Relationship between river flow and allowable power generation with a

cooling tower operating for the month of February.
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Figure 7.5 Relationship benveen river flow and allowable power generation with a
cooling ror#er operaring for rhe month of March.
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Figure 7.6 Relationship between river flow and allowable power generation with a

cooling tower operaring for the month of April.
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7.4 Results of the Mixed Integer Program

Hydrologic Scenarios 1 and 2 âre not considered as the results of the

optimization and simulation models showed these scena¡ios to be highly conservative

and unreaüstic. Hence. the modei is solved onlv for Scenarios 3 and 4.

The MIP was solved using the Branch and Bound technique, using the

software package GAMS (BDLMP) to solve the relaxed MIP at each branching node.

As discussed in Section7.2, the months in which cooling towers could be operated

were from November to March in the average years and November to May in the dry

years. The limit on the total number of months of cooling tower operation, N, was

varied from 0 to 18 for hydrologic Scenario 3, and from 0 to 21 for hydrologic

Scenario 4. A further increase in the value of N did not reduce the reservoir storage

or power generation deviations for either scenario.

Figure 7.7 shows the sum of storage deviations and the sum of the deficits

in desired generation, for a given number of months of cooling tower operation for

Scenario 3. Table 7.1 lists the months of cooling tower operation for values of N

from 0 to 18. As shown in the table, the cooling tower is only operated in the dry

years. The hydrologic scenario consists of a dry, average, and wet year occurring

sequentially. It was found that a cooling tower was unnecessary for the average

years since they are always followed by wet years. During the average years the

water in the reservoir is used to satisfy the generation needs, since the reservoir faces

high inflows in the following wet yea.rs. An increase in the number of months of

cooling tower operation above zero does not reduce the storage deviations any further

(see Figure 7.7). However, it greatly reduces the deficits in desired generation

levels. Maximum benefits for this system are attained at a point where the value of N

is 18. A further increase in the N v¿rlue does not reduce the sum of the desired
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Table 7.1 Months of Cooling Tower Operation for Scenario 3

Number of Months Type
of Cooling Tower of

Operation, N Year

Months of
Cooling Tower

Operation

0

a
J

6

9

T2

15

18

NA - Not Applicable

* Operates in November of all 3 dry years.

NA NA

dry Nov.*

dry Nov., Mar.

dry Nov., Mar., Apr.

dry Nov., Dec., Mar., Apr.

dry Nov., Dec., Mar., Apr., May

dty Nov., Dec., Jan., Mar., Apr., May
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generation deficits.

The factors which affect the selected months of cooling tower operation in

the dry years are the relationship between river flow and allowable generation, the

magnitude of tributary inflow, and the desi¡ed generation level. For example, when

N is equal to 3, the month of November, which has the most restrictive linea¡

relationship between river flow and allowabie generation in the winter months , is

selected. The relatively high amount of release required to satisfy the generation need

for November is reduced by the cooling tower, and this water is stored in the

reservoir and utilized for achieving the generation needs in the other months.

Although April has a high desired generation target and a more restrictive allowable

genemtion relationship than November, it is selected only when N is increased to 9,

since April also has a high tributary inflow.

Figure 7.8 shows the sum of storage deviations and the sum of the deficits

in desired generation, for Scenario 4. Table 7.2 lists the months of cooling tower

operation for a given value of N from 0 to 21. The solution of the MIP shows that,

unlike hydrologic Scenario 3, a cooling tower is necessary for both the average and

the dry years in Scenario 4. Scenario 4 consists of a wet year followed by an average

year followed by a dry year. Hence, the water saved in the reservoir by using a

cooling tower in the average years, can be utiiized in the following dry years. The

average year has storage target deviations caused by the mandatory generation goals.

Hence, it is beneficial to operate a cooling tower in the average years, as it decreases

the deviations from storage recreation targets by reducing the release required to meet

these generation needs. Maximum benefits for this system are attained at a point

where the value of N is 21.
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Table 7.2 Months of Cooling Tower Operation for Scenario 4

Number of Months
of Cooling Tower

Operation, N

Type
of

Year

Months of
Cooling Tower

Operation

0

a
J

6

9

T2

15

18

2T

NA

average

average

average

average
dry

average
dry

avemge
dry

average
dry

NA

Jan.*

Nov., Mar.

Nov., Jan., Mar.

Nov., Jan., Mar.
Nov.

Nov., Jan., Mar.
Nov., Apr.

Nov., Jan., Mar.
Nov., Apr., May

Nov., Jan., Mar.
Nov., Dec., Apr., May

NA - Not Applicable

* Operates in January of all 3 average years.
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The f,ust nine months of cooling tower operation are selected in the average

years, and the sum of deviations from storage targets decrease for these solutions.

However, increasing the value of N above 3 causes no further decrease in the sum of

storage deviations. Since the feasible solution space of the MIP is limited only in the

sum of the defrcits in desired generation levels are reduced. As N is increased

beyond 9, the selected months of cooling tower operation are determined by the

relative restrictiveness of the allowable generation relationship, the tributary inflows,

and the desi¡ed generation level. For example, the month of January is selected first

although it has a relatively mild sloping allowable generaúon relationship, because it

has very low tributary inflow. The next additional month of cooling tower operation

is the month of Aprit since it has the most restricúve allowable generation

relationship.

Appendix C lists the reservoir management policy for hydrologic Scenarios

3 and 4 for the different values of N. The reservoir management policy is in terms of

the storage volume for wet, average, and dry years. The validity of the performance

of the storage operating policies obtained from the MIP model was checked by a

simulation model which is discussed in the followine Section.

7.4.1 The Simulation Model

The months in which a cooling tower operates require a relatively smaller

amount of water release, when compared to a situation when a cooling tower does not

operate. The simulation model used for evaluating the results of the optimization

model described in Chapter 5 is slightly modif,red to incorporate the change in the

release requirement depending on the operating strategy (i.e., months of operation) of

the cooling tower. However, the release rules remain the same. This simulation
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modei is used only to verify the results of the MIP and not to select an oprimal

strategy.

The results of the simulation showed that an increase in the number of

months of cooling tower operation caused a decrease in storage target deviations, a

decrease in mandatory and desired generation deficits, and an increase in the ability to

meet the irrigation water supply. However, there was a slight increase in the

magnitude of flooding in the same months as that recorded by the simulation model

described in Chapter 5.
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S.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE

WORK

8.1 Conclusions

This thesis develops a GP model for obtaining a management policy for a

multipurpose reservoir that accounts for the generation needs of a downstream

thermal generating station. The model is illustrated with a case study based on the

Sheilmouth Reservoir and Dam and the thermal generating station at Brandon. A

simulation model and multiobjective compromise programming technique is used to

evaluate the optimization model results and to select a preferred management policy

for the case study.

Four management policies are obtained for the case study based on four

hydrologic scenarios which are used as input to the goal programming model. The

evaluation procedure showed that hydrologic Scenario 4 performed the best since it

offered the most flexible input to the optimization model. Part of the reason for the

seiection of Scenario 4, however, may be attributed to the priorities assigned by the

author to the va¡ious uses of the reservoir. Hence, the selection of the most preferred

policy may vary depending upon the priority of the various uses of the resewoir.

Hydrologic Scenarios 1 and2 proved to be highly conservative and unrealistic for the

case study of this thesis. However, it cannot be concluded that these scenarios are

unrealistic for all potential case studies.

The latter part of the thesis identifies seasonal operating srrategies for a

cooling tower which is managed in conjunction with a regulated reservoir. No

attempt is made to select a single preferred management strategy for the cooling tower
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of the case study, since more information regarding the cost of operation at different

times would be necessary to perform such an assessment.

The results of the mixed integer programming model for cooling tower

operation shows that rade-offs exist between the number of months of cooling rower

operation and the corresponding benefits in recreation storage, and generation needs.

This is confrrmed by the simulation model. These results would provide a decision

maker with information regarding the potential benefits of different operating

strategies for a cooling tower.

The effective use of optimization techniques in obtaining managemenr

policies for multipurpose reservoirs while considering thermal generation needs, and

in investigating alternate cooling systems, is demonstrared in rhe thesis. This

research may be considered as among the first studies in water resources that have

used optimization techniques to explicitly account for thermal generation in reservoir

management.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work

No information regarding the economic costs of operating the reservoir or

cooling tower or the economic value of the recreation storage targets are available at

this time. The availability of cost data, especially for the MIP model would improve

selection of the operating strategy for the cooling tower. This would assist the

decision maker in selecting a single operating strategy from the rrade-offs presented

between the number of months of cooling tower operation and the benefits of

recreation and power generation.
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The development and incorporation of the relationship berween river flow

and allowable generation is an important contribution of this thesis. Preliminary

investigations have shown that this relationship may also be modified ro relare river

flow to potential temperature standard violation given a constraint which strictly

satisf,res all generation needs. The typical objective of this oprimization model would

be the minimization of the violation in temperarure standard. Such a model could be

used to give a decision maker information regarding the degree of temperature

standard violation under the condition that all uses of the river have high priority.

The results of the case study have shown that the objective of providing

water for thermal generating needs conflicts with the recreation needs of the reservoir.

Since the conflict among the various reservoir uses may increase as growth or

changes in the river basin occur, it may also be necessary to investigate more effrcient

management of the reservoir in such cases. The modelling approach explained in this

thesis would be valuable in structuring a new model that would identify eff,rcient

management poücies that incoqporare growth and changes in the river basin.

The approach developed in this thesis may be used to consrrucr oprimizarion

models that determine the capacity and the type of cooling facility for a new thermai

generating station. It may also be used in some cases to locate the idea-l site for

building a thermal power plant (for example, a power plant may be located at a site

which has the highest magnirude of river flow). Furthermore, with signifrcant

modification, these models may be used to determine the maximum insranraneous

generation possible at any time in the year. The information obtained in such cases

may be more helpful in operating a thermal generating station that has random

generation needs at any given time in the year.
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The optimal management policies obtained from the optimization models

may be attributed in part to the method used in this research to inco¡porate

stochasticity. The performance of the goal programming model and the mixed integer

progamming model should be studied when different methods of incorporating

stochasticity are considered such as Chance Constrained Programming or Reliability

Programming.

Some detailed modifications of the existing models may be necessary for a

realistic application to this and other case sudies. The assumption of complete

mixing at the point of thermal emission in the river could result in a poor prediction of

the downstream temperatu¡e in streams having a low velocity of flow. More complex

temperature models may need to be investigated in slow moving waterways to

incorporate the behavior of the thermal plume formed from the thermal effluent.

In cold climates such as that of the case study, the reservoi¡ would usually

be ice capped in the winter months. A large release of water in the winter months in

order to satisfy power generation would result in the breaking up of the ice layer on

the reservoir and cause difficulty in the operation and maintenance of the reservoir.

Future optimization models must try to incorporate this issue in their formulation.

Finally the simulation model obtains results for flooding in a monthly rime

period, whiie testing the performance of the optimal operating policies. It does not

provide the time and the corresponding magnitude of flooding at a specific day in the

month. A daily simulation model which is sructured to obtain daity flooding

information may provide more insight into the performance of the operating policies

obtained from the optimization models and may need to be examined.
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Appendix A

Determining the Weight, w in the Objective Function of the

GP Model for the Case Studv
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Scenario I

Range
ofw

perce¡tage mcrease
m sum oI

storage deviations, C

percentå.ge decrease Difference
in sum of Between

generation deficits, B Columns 3 and 4

1" - 400

425 - 106

0

100

0

100

0

0

Scenario 2

Range
ofw

percenmge mcrease
rn sum oI

storage deviations, C

percentâge decrease Difference
in sum of Between

generation deficits, B Columns 3 and 4

1* - 106 0 or i00 0 or 100

Scenario 3

Range
ofw

perce.ntage increase
ln sum or

storage deviations, C

percentage decrease Difference
in sum of Between

generation deficits, B Columns 3 and 4

1

2

a
J

-̂

5

6

1-150

ns - 400

425" - t250

r215 - 2000

3000

3500 - i06

0

10.61

16.16

20.0r

43.5

100

0

s3.9

10.46

13.46

83.49

100

0

42.48

54.3

53.45

39.99

0

t25



Scenario 4

Range
ofw

percentage increase percentage decrease Difference
in sum of in sum of Between

storage deviations, C generation deficits, B Columns 3 and 4

I
I

2

a
J

/1T

5

6

7

1-100

s00 - 1000

5000 - 5050

5075* - 6325

6350 - 6s00

7000 - 10000

106

0

0.06

20.44

22.02

86.33

97.66

100

0

2.49

31.85

33.59

89.64

98.84

100

0

/ ¿L1

TT.4T

T1.57

a a1J.J I

1.18

0
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Annendix B

Flow Chart Describing the Simulation for Evaluating the

Performance of the operating Poticies obtained From the Gp

Model
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NON_SU1111ER

r RPf12=S0-SL0+F-t

RPfl=S0-STG+F-E

RPMz> X1

R = Min( RFLD, RPM)
RP N2<O

SO<SLO R=RPf12

G0 T0 600
RE-RUN

W ITH

LARGER SO

RPM> X1

800: RECORD WATER SUPPLV SHORTAGE.

I 000: CALCULATE S 1 =S0+F-E-R
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'8TG > SPFLO

R = MÍn[Xl,RPM,RFLD

GO TO 1000

RPM= S0 -SPFLO + F-E

R?Ml=80-STG+F-E

RPM Z DB

R=Mini RFLÐ,
Max[RPM1, ÐB ]]

R = Max (DM,
Min IDB, RPM1 ]]

R = Min{ Xl,
Max[DM,RPM])

R=Min(
'rftrf n ppMl )

,5ì- 
¡ -- /

gTG>8PFU?
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RECORD WATER SHORTAGE

5l=S0+F-R-E

SsSUP

S>SLO
R = R+S-SUP

SUIlIlER:
R = l'1ax {0, flin[ DH,

SO-SLO+r-E l);

NON-SU1111ER:

R - flax ( 0, flin I Xl,
SO-SLO+F-E ]i

R T RCAP

COLLAPSE

R s RFLD

S=S0+F-R-E

RECORD FLOOD

S=S0+F-R-E
S=S0+['-R-E

Record shortfall in Recreation
in Reservoir

Reco¡d, 'Q' = fr(R)
Record. 'G', d.eficit Ín G(targeQ

S0 = S :Continræ tÌæ Recr:rsiræ Calculation

RECORD WATER SHORTAGE
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Notation for the Flow Chart

SLO = dead pool level of the Shellmouth Reservoir;

STG = storage operating policy obtained from the GP model;

X 1 = maximum of the release required to satisfy the desired generation level

or the release required to satisfy the dilution needs of Winnipeg;

RFLD = flooding threshold value downstream of the Shellmouth Reservoir;

R = release decision;

SPFLO = lower storage targer;

SPFUP = upper storage targer;

DB = release required to satisfy all irrigation, municipal, and industrial needs;

DM = release required to satisfy all municipal, and industrial needs;

SUP = upper physical limit of the storage volume of the Shellmouth Reservoir;

F = inflow into the Shellmouth Reservoir;

E = evaporation from the Shellmouth Resewoir;

S 1 = ending storage in the month; and

RCAP = capacity of the outlet of the Shellmouth Reservoi¡.
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Appendix C

Storage Operating Policies Obtained from the MIP Model
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Scenario 3

This scenario has only one storage operating policy, irrespective of the number of

months of cooling tower operation, N.

Month

Storage Operating Policy. 106Jq3-

Wet Average Dty

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

r91.2

449.08

431.2r

44t.31

435.4

429.01

424.42

388.43

363.8

340.36

3r5.52

295.43

200.0

333.05

337.99

338.23

333.05

229.9s

229.39

218.05

203.64

180.06

r55.71

150.0

30s.29

309.44

310.88

305.77

295.r

287.48

283.8s

213.2r

240.6r

200.0

168.72

756.44
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Scenario 4

Number of Months of Cooline Tower Ooeration. N = 3

Month

Storaee Operating Policy. 106 m3-
Wet Average Dry

Aprü

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

Ma¡ch

197.62

449.08

431.2r

392.84

387.53

288.5

284.4

249.16

224.64

24r.24

17 6.43

156.44

200.0

380.1 I

40r.32

400.92

395.04

386.1 5

384.48

372.99

3s8.s 1

353.12

329.25

323.4

333.16

337.r9

338.44

333.05

322.06

3r4.r5

310.35

27 5.r3

240.63

200.0

162.27

is0.0
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Scenario 4

Number of Months of Cooline Tower Operation. N : 6

Month

Storage Operating Policy. 106Js3-

Wet Average Dry

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

r91.62

449.08

431.2r

392.84

381-53

288.5

284.4

249.16

224.64

20r.24

116.43

156.44

200.0

377.22

398.41

398.09

392.25

383.38

38r.14

384.88

370.39

346.12

322.25

3¿3.+

333.16

337.r9

338.44

333.05

322.06

314.r5

310.35

215.r3

240.63

200.0

r62.21

150.0
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Scenario 4

Number of Months of Cooling Tower Operation, N = 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21

Storage Operating Poiicy. 106¡q3

Dry

Aprü

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

Decembe¡

January

February

Ma¡ch

r91.62

449.08

A a- 
^ 

1+JI.LL

392.84

381.53

288.5

284.4

249.16

224.64

20r.24

116.43

156.44

200.0

316.27

391.53

391.16

39r.33

382.47

380.83

393.98

369.49

364.69

340.2r

34r.35

333.16

337.19

338.44

333.05

322.06

314.r5

310.35

215.r3

240.63

200.0

r62.21

150.0

Month Wet Average
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